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Hamsonburg officials pave the way for a
new arts and cultural district in the heart
of the city.

Senior Traci Forchetti doesn't talk a lot
on the hockey field, but still manages to
make a lot of noise.

Stones follow journey to recovery from
unhealthy body images and eating disorder struggles.
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BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

staff writer
Over the past two weeks, one
JMU professor found himself an
in-demand expert on terrorism.
fielding questions from wellknown media sources such as
BM6MM

Wak. the Aasodatod

Press and newspapers from Las
Vegas to Florida.
Political Science Professor
Stephen Bowers is the founder
and director of the university's
William R. Nelson lastitute for
Public Affairs. Founded in 1998,
the Nelson Institute is an international center studying political violence and terrorism.
"When we (William R.
Nelson Institute for Public
Affairs) came into existence
almost three years ago. I could
never have imagined such circumstances as would have
made our work so timely and
important,"
Bowers said,
referring to the Sept. II terrorist attacks.

-66
...I could never have
imagined such
circumstances as
would have made our
work so timely and
important.
— Stephen Bowers
founder, William K Nelson Institute
for Public Affairs

59 —
Before the Sept. 11 events, the
institute was organizing conferences and publishing reports on
regional terrorism issues, global
conflicts and international terrorism. Bowers said.
"We have the triple mission
of teaching, researcn and service," Bowers said. "It (the institute) was already big. It just
got bigger."
The institute currently has
more than nine ongoing projects
that were started prior to Sept.
11, including studies of the
Encyclopedia of Jihad, Islamic
fundamentalist activities and
illegal arms trades.
Bowers said he is publishing
a report for the JMU community
entitled "The Impact of the
September 11th Attack on the
United States of America."
Five others also contributed
to the paper, according to
Bowers.
A public release date has not
been set yet, he said
Bowers said the paper
includes psychological and tactical considerations, regional
implications, possible responses,
economic impact, policy consequences and the n>le of the univoattj in the now environment.
"The most immediate political impact of the recent att.i. k-1th,« they hava dramatically
altered our perceptions of the
terrorist threat" Bowers wrote
"i the paper. "Today, it is Important to realize that the havoc
wrought bv the combined
Hrlkei m \ew York City and
Washington could also have
been mun- severe."
The article said, 'Trivate
lion unong government
i Washington points to
*e conclusion that the terrorists
Punmd to hijack and crash at

"•M .i .In/en flights.
'■" i i raldermg a response to
■bar attacks, one of

the iii-t contkientkina la to real'"• ih.it the Afghan leadership
ST known aa the Taliban is
"°2 different from traditional
i iderahipa," writes
■"••n ^t is, rather, a group of
J^jnatORISM.yageS
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With recent
stock market
lows and
a hovering
recession
threatening
America's
economy,
upcoming
graduates
seek job
market
answers
Bv LINDSAY MARTI
news editor
As the nation continues to clean up from the effects of
the terrorist attacks on U.S. soil, economists cite the
tragedy as a catalyst to an already tumbling economy
that will strongly influence the job market.
Facing the first recession in approximately a decade,
the economy was slowing prior to the attacks, according
to a Sept. 26 Bloomberg article.
An article in NcwsweeiCs Oct. 11 issue reported that
"America's economy has been in slo-mo, teetering near
recession for months. But the terror attacks have apparently struck such a blow to consumer confidence that
most experts see an economy that's fallen over the
edge."
Professor of economics Barkley Rosser said, "So far,
this is nowhere near being the worst economic slump
that we have ever seen.
"It just seems so bad partly because this is the longest
period of time ever that we have not had a downturn.
Thus, many people, especially students, have no experience of what it is like."
Rosser said, "Fear of flying and a more generally disturbed consumer confidence, aggravated by a more
sharply fallen stock market, will be the main factors in
the decline, although higher costs to cover extra security
will also be a factor"
The stock market plunge following the four-day
standstill of American trade contributed to an economic slowdown.
"A flood of earnings warnings and analyst downgrades of large VS. companies kept the Dow and the
Nasdaq in the red and added to worries about the dismal
U.S. economic outlook and the risk of the United States
going to war," according to a Sept. 26 MSNBC report.
Unemployment growth increases as a result of the
company downgrades.
"Big changes in confidence accompany big swings in
unemployment," Christopher Low, chief economist at
First Tennessee Capital Markets told Bloomberg.
"Unemployment will continue to rise and confidence
will continue to deteriorate."
Graduating seniors will face greater obstacles in job
searches than those in the last few years.
Rosser said, "The economy will certainly be in worse
shape in December than now. Whether it will turn
around by May is very uncertain, but quite possible,"
referring to the months that mark JMU graduations.
The recent number of U.S. workers applying for
state unemployment benefits likely surged following
the attacks, according to the Bloomberg article, and
economists expect them to increase further in coming
weeks as businesses affected by the terrorist attacks
close or reduce staff.
"(Unemployment) claims were showing signs of
climbing again in early September and are likely to be
boosted further by the attacks," said Jim CTSullivan. an
economist at UBS Warburg LLC in Stamford,
Connecticut, in Bloomberg.
Coordinator of the On-Campus Interviewing
Program Kathv Shuler said, "The job market has
changed significantly over the last year, and this has
impacted college recruiting efforts."
During Fall 2000,1% employers recruited on campus
which is the most ever, according to Shuler. For Spring
2001, there were one-third fewer interviews scheduled
than the previous semester, Shuler said.
"The impact of economic uncertaintv continues
through this fall semester," Shuler said. "The number of
employers recruiting on campus this fall as compared to
see ECONOMY, page 4
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Students shop Convo aisles
for job options at Career Fair
Despite recent layoffs, employers, job hunters remain optimistic
BY RENEE KART

contributing writer
Students hopeful about the
status of the nation's job market upon their graduation
dressed up in their professional threads and put the finishing touches on their resumes
Tuesday to attend the
Opportunities 2001 Career
Fair. Local and national organizations
came
to
the
Convocation Center to talk to
the more than 1,500 students
in attendance about possible
career opportunities and
internships.
"The Career Fair was very
helpful... By talking with the
different companies who were
looking for my qualifications, I
learned about what options
there are for me," said senior
Chrissy Woods, who will
graduate in May. "1 feel the job
market will be large on the
supply side but not quite as
large on the demand IMfl M in
the past, considering how
many businesses are hurting
and have already laid off
many employees already."
Students with more time
before graduation used the
Career Fair as an opportunity

to see what options thev may
have in the future. "Although
I'm only a sophomore, 1 really want to be prepared when
I have to step into the job
market, and it will definitely
help to have certain businesses in mind," sophomore Brad
Paul said.

ties from their interviewees.
"We're looking for management trainees from the
upcoming May and December
graduates," said Erin HicksRorrerof Kroger. "We're mainly focusing on communication
skills during our interview."
Preparation was a key
factor for the Career Fair. "1
made my resume" and
-6 6
researched the companies I
was interested in through
We're looking for
the Career Development
Web site prior to the tail to
people with
be prepared," sophomore
enthusiasm, an
Amber
Stephens
said.
what you want
eagerness to work... "Knowing
with your future and setting
— Cherry Snyder goals is another way th.n I
Office of Inspector General, prepare."
Many organizations were
Department of Defense
from the Harrisonburg area
and targeted students who
plan to stay in the area Wciv
"We're looking for people looking for future talent and
with enthusiasm, an MagBRMM hope to give students the
to work, an ability to work in a opportunity to stay in their
tam situation and good writ- familiar Harrisonburg area
ing and analvtical skills," said and work for a local employ
JMU alumna Cherry Snyder er," said Bonnie Keppel of the
from the Office of Inspector Banta Book Group.
Tne Career Fair was set up
General,
Department of
Defense Many businesses
tteCAMBMM.fmgeS
i
wea looking for similar quali-

-99-

Students explore abroad opportunities
Fair offers overseas program info; director says no changes despite national situation
Bv ALISON FARGO
contributing writer
Students interested in overseas learning got a chance to
explore a variety of options
Tuesday at the Study Abroad
Fair in PC Ballroom.
"We wanted to make it possible for students to get a lot of
information about a number of
programs all in one place, said
Beihanv Oberst, executivedirector for International
Programs. "This is the time students need to begin thinking

about what program they want

to do."
Representatives Irom over
^l Jillerent study abroad programs ran Ntoths with pamphlets, pictures and posters to
inform students about their
specific opportunities.
"We want to make students
recogni/e there is a wealth ot
opportunity and availability to
studv abroad," said |ohn
Paulseu, representative for
Study Australia. "Many students come back and say it was

the best decision of their life."
Despite the recent terrorist
attacks on America. JMU's
stud\' abroad programs have
not been significantly affected,
according to Cheryl Toblcr.
assistant
director
for
International Programs. "We
can't predict what happens in
the future, but so far we have
i^o intention of cancelling any
of our programs," she said.
"We are just monitoring the situation like everyone else is
across the (United States)."

More than 700 students gathered in the ballroom to see what
opportunities were offered.
Wi ve really had a Bawdy
crowd coming in all day," said
Tobler said.
Two Study Abroad Fairs are
held during the SCIKXII year.
The fall fair is the larger of the
two, emphasizing |MU semester programs and a majority of
the summer opportunities.
"Larger organizations, like
Butler University and Boston
University, that run a number

of programs overseas, an- also
hon\" C>herst said.
In January, a smaller exhibition of about 20 booths will
rate only JMU summer programs, Oberst said.
Study abroad programs ,uv
offered not only for overseas
Invtli but also for universities
across the country. "|Studying
in the countryl helps (students)
recognize the fact that there are
different social systems and
see FAIR, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

• Baptist Student Union New Testament Creek Bible Study, 8
to 8:45 a.m.. Market line, contact Archie at 434-6822

x8-6824 or e-mail adult-degree-program

• Baptist Student UQIan large group praise and worship,
530 p.m., Baptist Student Center on the aimer of Cantnll
AnilM .ind Main Street, contact Archie at 434-6R22
• Madison Brass Concert, 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium, admission is $2 at the door, for information,
call xft-3481 or 1*6863
• Young Democratic Socialists (YDS)MU) meeting 8
p.m., Taylor 309, for more informant m u-.it
u-uw jmusilu/orssMmitxilam*-/or call Aanm or Adam at
1334411
• Phi Sigma Pi Multiple SdooA ilMpouL commons,

POLICE LOG
1

H.

KIM MI KI S/II

/'nil, t n fhirlif

Non-student Nathaniel L. Buchanan.
21. of Herndon. was arrested and charged
with driving under the inlluence Sept. 22 at
2 35 a.m.
The subject reportedly was
observed hitting two yellow, wooden barricades
ii G-lot.
Campus police report the following:
Driving Under the Influence
• Non-student Newton C Lee, 23, of
Fairfax, was arrested and charged with driving under the influence on University
Boulevard Sept. 23 at 4:23 a.m.
The subject's vehicle reportedly was
observed in Ihe middle of the Iwo southbound lanes straddling the dividing line.
Drunk In Public
• Non-studenl Jarad L Morton, 24, of
Chesterfield, was arrested and charged
with drinking in public Sept. 23 at 12:28
a.m on Devon Lane.
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Sanieev S. Ranade. 19. of Culpeper, was
arrested and charged with underage possession ol alcohol on Port Republic Road

NEWS

Ham to Irul.n at 5 pm

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

• JML' Adull Degree Pnigram Meeting, 530 p.m., Paul Street
House, learn how to complete a bachelor's degree through a
customized program of study, for more information, call

Sept 22 al 1:45 a.m.
• Reginald K. Johnson, 20. of Richmond,
Kalhryn S. Chaffin,19. ol Lynchburg, Peter
R. Aguslin. 20. ol Annandale and Heather
L. Hanline, 19, ol Oakland, Md.. were
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol Sept 22 at 2:35 a.m. on
University Boulevard.
• John R. Calaliore, 18, of Guilford. Cl.
was arrested and charged with underage
possession ol alcohol in Eagle Hall Sept.
23 al 2 22 am
• Melissa J. Duncan. 20, ol Fredricksburg,
was arrested and charged with underage
possession ol alcohol Sepl. 23 at 2:20 a.m.
on Greek Row in the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity house.
• Michael P. Hall, 20, ol Falls Church, was
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol on University Boulevard
Sepl. 23 al 3:22 am
• Daniel P. O'Brien, 20, ol Piermonl. NY.,
was arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol Sept 23 at 2 a.m. on
Devon Lane.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
• The Amendn ASM vi.itum of University Women Northwest
District meeting with Steve Cilos of Common Cause spe.ikm^
On Camptjgn I mance Reform in Virginia. 10am. to2p.m.,
Shenandtuh Vallev Folk-Art & 1 k-nf.ige Center in Davton.
Lunch will bewrvad, foOowad by a tour of the museum and a
short talk on local hMorj (he nan Una I'-open to the public, lor
morc information, contact Rwmaric at 5M 27V7or e-m.ul ,n ./imi/iY

WEATHER
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Immigra'ion and diversity speaker
Journal submissions sought after
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Eating disorder speaker
and interview
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"Dark Side of Oz" preview
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Just Go Out
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"Black House" book interview
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"Alga" book review
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Campus Spotlight What is the
most embarrassing thing you have
seen on campus?
9

DOW JONES

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underage consumplion of alcohol Sept. 23
at 2:20 a.m.
• A JMU student was judicially relerred for
underage consumplion of alcohol Sept 23

SGA meeting

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m
Cost: $3 00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Sports beat

15

Sport clubs

15

Traci Forchetti leature

15

Men s golf

15

Football preview against Maine

16

TELEPHONE OUTAGE
Emergency repairs must be performed on the
campus telephone system. These repairs will
begin at 2:00 a.m. on September 20,2001 and will continue until
completed.
During the repairs it is expected that one phone in each residence
hall will be partially operational. It will be able to make outgoing
calls but it will not be able to receive calls from off campus.
The head resident will be able to identify the
working phone for your residence. In most
'affi. cases it will be the office phone.
See http://www.jmu.edii/coiiipiitlng/ieleconi for additional information.

THURSDAY. SEPT.

27, 20011 THE BRKKZK13

"What makes us one nation
and one people is what we

■ Relief from relief?

have in common ..."

SGA voles not to be bound to
relief efforts for an indefinite
period
SH

LINDA CHAVEZ

CEO, Center for Equal
Opportunity

below

Speaker advocates immigration reform
National immigration policies, problems arising from diversity addressed
BY ROBYN GERSTENSLAGER

International
Afghan refugees
flood Pakistan border
BY TYLER MARSHALL

I'is Angeles Times

Thousands of Afghan
refugees fleeing anticipated
U.S. airstnkes pushed up to
the main border crossing into
western
Pakistan
on
Tuesday, adding to the chaotic conditions that have swept
Afghanistan since the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks in the
United Stales.
The United States has
vowed retaliation against the
prime suspect in the attacks,
Saudi-bom militant Osama bin
Laden, as well as the Taliban
government in Afghanistan that
has sheltered him for the past
five years.
A spokesman for the Office
of the UN. High Commissioner
for Refugees, Rupert Colville,
told reporters that between
10.000 and 20,000 Afghans

set REFUGEES, page 6
National
Poverty rate falls but
trouble looms
BY JONATHAN PBTBRSON

Los Angeles Times

I

The
percentage
of
Americans living in poverty fell
to 11.3 percent last year as the
benefits of a growing economy
brought new wealth to most
JJ.S regions and historically
'dlsadvantaged population
groups, the Census Bureau
reported Tuesday.
In glowing testimony to an
economic expansion that might
be past, poverty declined by
broad measures across racial
S'oups and household types.
verall. the number of U.S.
residents living in poverty fell
by 1.1 million, to 31.1 million.
For a family of four, the poverty
line in 2000 was $17,603; for a
family of three it was $13,738.
The data pointed to some
cooling in household income,
with certain groups and
regions experiencing modest
declines. Median household
income, the level at which
half of households earn more
and half ol households earn
less, was $42,148, just below
record highs.
But analysts cautioned thai
the upbeat figures might reflect
a golden era that has ended,
given the many woes that
beset the U.S. economy. The
census figures are based on a

see POVERTY, page 6
Virginia
Supreme Court to
hear Atkins appeal
BY CHARLES LANE

The Washington Post
The Supreme Court said
Tuesday it will hear the
appeal of a convicted murderer from Virginia, Daryl
Atkins, whose lawyers
claimthe state's planned
execution of him would be
unconstitutional because he
is mentally retarded.
Earlier this year, the court
had announced that it would
use a North Carolina case to
reconsider its 1989 ruling
upholding executions of the
retarded. But North Carolina's
legislature recently decided to
ban executions of the retarded, prompting the justices to
dismiss that case In a separate action Tuesday.
The court's ultimate ruling,
bound to be one ol its most
significant decisions this session, will turn on whether a
majority of the justices find that
a national consensus against
executing the mentally retarded has emerged since the
court upheld the practice in
1989. At that time, the court, in
an opinion by Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor, said the best
evidence ol a national consensus that the punishment was
"cruel and unusual" would
come from the laws passed by
state legislatures
Atkins' attorney. Robert Lee,
set VA, page b

:

geared toward permanently
staff writer
bringing immigrants here.
A national speaker gave ■
America now has 9 million
talk on immigration and diverillegal immigrants, which,
sity Tueday in Gratton Stovall
according to Chavez, is due to
Theatre. Linda Chavez, chief the current laws.
executive officer of the Center
"Unless we are willing to
for Equal Opportunity in
have a dramatic change in ecoWashington, D.C, shared her
nomic circumstances, we are
views on the controversial topstill going to need to come up
ics. Assistant Director of the
with some kind of program [to
Center for Multicultural and
allow temporary immigrant
International Student Studies,
workersj," she said.
A'phi.i Hry.int, said Chavez was
Diversity and multiculturalbrought to JMU as part of the
ism were her next topics, both of
celebration
of
Hispanic
which she said she has mixed
Heritage Month.
feelings about. "Diversity can be
Chavez, has spoken on immia good thing, depending on
gration issues for 20 years and
what we do with that diversity,
occasionally speaks on affirmabut it also can be a great weaktive action and feminism
ness " Chavez said
Primarily presenting to college
She said she feels there is
audiences, she also speaks for
too much emphasis on the dif11\ i« group*.
ferences among the people of
Sin- btgatl her speech by our country, and focusing on
speculating that the events in
these differences can lead to the
New York City, Washington, danger of being at war within
|)(
and Pennsylvania will
the country
have an affect on the country's
"What makes us one nation
immigration laws.
and one people is what we have
Her main focus, however,
in common ... that is far greater
was on tin* need
than what divides
for
reforming — / /
,
us," she said. "If
the
United
"
we elevate diversity in and of
States' immigraDi\'erSit\ CQH be 0
lion laws. She
turn
""i<*
..
itself, as if it were

pomtedoutaiai good thing, depending good, we as ,,

on what we do with J*K£g

take jobs that
others will not.
that diversity...
grated, if we
"We have a
•^
go forward, if we
need for immi— Linda Chavez ■c*irn-lhcn jt dops
grants here in CEO. Center for Equal Opportunity not matter what
tin
(United _
• • _ c°l°r we dn? "
Matis)," Chavez
Felix Wang,
said. She said it
■Mhtanl rlliprtrw
is just a question of who is
of
CMISS
said,
"She
allowed to come into the counapproached issues such as
try and how we will let them in.
diversity and multiculturalism
Chavez said many immiin a different way."
grants come to America in
Bryant said, "The student
order to economically stabilize
response was very positive ...
themselves and then return to
100 percent (of students surlive
in
their
homeland.
veyed were positive) or agreed
However,
current
United
that [Chavez] was interesting,
States immigration policies are and 100 percent strongly

MELISSA HASMllJtonlnhutingphiXogruphfr

CEO of the Center for Equal Opportunity, Linda Chavez, says the United States has a need for
Immigrants, but the nation's Immigration laws need to be chamzed.
agreed or agreed that thev
gained new insight and awareness. She was thought-provoking and provided our students
with a perspective that they
would
not
normally
be
exposed to."
Along with her work as a
public speaker, Chavez also
writes a column for weekly

syndication in newspapers
across the United States and is
a political analyst for FOX
News Channel.
She wrote a book addressing
Inua with Hispanic immigration entitled "Out of the IWno
Toward a New Politics ol
Hispanic Assimilation" and she
r pnttntly working on her per-

Prolonged SGA role in relief questioned
BY JOHN LEONARD

S'f UDEN1

SGA reporter

Relief efforts in the aftermath of Sept. 11 's events and
updates on plans for off-campus (AC card usage highlighted
Tuesday's Student Government
AaeOCtetton meeting.
The last line of the recently passed senate resolution,
which pledged to continue to
provide resources and assistance to the university and
community, was struck after
disagreements arose about
the ramifications of the specific line.
The Senate Pro Tempore,
senior Stephen Davis, was
forced to break a tie that ultimately removed the line that
reads, "Be it further resolved
that the SGA will provide the
leadership, strength and solidarity needed to unite the
student body in order to
overcome this tragedy."
Junior Brandon Durflinger,
vice president of Administrative
Affairs, said he saw potential
problems arising Irom the inclusion of the last line. "The SGA
shouldn't be bound because of
what happened on Tuesday," he
said, refernng to the possibility
of the SGA being forced to provide assistance and support for
an indefinite time period.
The use of JAC cards at
off-campus locations, a hallmark of SGA President Dave
Mills' campaign, shared the
spotlight with other important items of the day. Junior
Class
President
Lyndsey
Walther-Thomas said she is
researching off-campus card
use programs at Texas A&M

POIJCE LOG. from page 2
Grand Larceny
• Two JMU students reported
bikes missing that were chained
and locked. The event occurred
between Sept. 20 at 2 p.m. and
Sept. 23 at 3 p.m.

"*" )V( BNMI f^Lr

]

KARKN Kl m.lAN/«m7phni(n*4r'
Members of the SGA question the last line of a recently passed senate resolution.

'
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Update

and Virginia Tech. Mills tentatively planned implementation of one business Into
the program by the end or
the semester.
Sophomore
Ashley
Morris, vice president or
Student Affairs, continued to
fulfill the university's "All
Together One" maxim
by
helping to arrange a human

flag during the Parents'
Weekend
football
game.
Freshman )osh Blake, a member of the Marching Royal
Dukes, was credited with
bringing the idea to the SGA.
"This is a chance for
I ianisonluirg and JMU to come
together to show support tor
lost loved onCS," Morris said
'The SGA is helping him

(Blake) get this off the ground."
A Dietetics Club finance
bill also WM piwented,
Itqutttlnfl money to cover the
registration
fee
for
the
American Dietetic ASM* lation
Food
and
Nutrition
Conference and lixhibition
The finance committ.v will
discuss the bill before it is
brought before the senate

Petty Larceny
. A JMU student reported an
unknown suspect removed a
license tag from a car in R1 -lot
sometime between Sept 14
and Sept. 19.

through fresh sod between the
l-lof and the Anthony-Seeger
Hall Sept. 21 between 4 and 7
a.m.

Sept. 20 at 1:30 p.m.

Property Damage
• An unknown person drove

• A JMU student reported damage to a vehicle's right-view mirror parked in R2-lot sometime
between Sept 16 af 8 p.m. and

sonal memoirs due out next fall.
She hasn't decided on a title, but
slid she plans to use "The
Making
of
an
Unlikely
Conservative" as her subtitle.
Chavez was also President
Geonze \V Hush's first choice
for Secretary of Labor until
she withdrew her name from
consideration.

Sept. 11 journal seeks
student submissions
A professor and students Irom
the English department are
seeking submissions for a journal featuring student reactions
to the Sept. 11 national tragedy
The journal, to be titled "11," will
be published sometime next
week, according to Brady
Eamhart, instructor of American
Literature and Creative Writing.
"What we are trying to do is
create a time capsule of reactions in the JMU community to
the attack," Eamhart said. He
said he and students Irom his
Creative Writing classes are
creating the |Ournal "both to
serve as a memonal to a certain historical moment and to
create a feeling ol solidarity in a
time of crisis"
They are seeking written submissions including poems, musings, letters, stories of people
who directly were affected and
recountings ol direct experience
with the rescue and recovery
effort, Eamhart said. They are
especially interested in any kind
of personal (as opposed to political) reactions, he said.
The concern of Eamhart and
his students was that, as
America moves on and reacts
to the initial attacks, the memory of what it felt like and how
we reacted to the initial shock
will be lost." Eamhart said.
They are creating "11" to preserve that memory.
The lournal itself will be inlormal and will be released in the
English department office and
several olher locations on
campus.
There is a box in the main
English department office on the
second floor of Keezell Hall lor
submitting works Submissions
will be accepted through Oct. 3.
Both attributed and anonymous
works will be accepted
Students with questions can
contact Eamhart at eamhadb.
—by news editor Richard
Sakshaug

obeserved throwing a beer can
on the ground

Littering
• Chase D. Mattison, 19, of
Oklahoma City, Okla. was
arrested and charged with littering on Bradley Drive Sept. 22 at
2:45 a.m.
The subject reportedly was

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug 15 35
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Economy threatens job market
BCONOMY.fnm pagt I

now expect to lose $5 billion this
Bloomberg reported that, on a
last fall hos falkii by #9 percent
month, and manv experts si\ that
more positive note, the price of
"A number od employera even with the SlSraBofi federal
oil stayed stable, and consumers
thai h.id scheduled interviews cash-and-It Yin hailcxit (pr»>p*>s,\I
and businesses are unlikely to
earlier in the year far thr tall
bj Pn-suUiit George W. Hush),
see a sudden surge of energysemester canceled during the already-weak
carriers
like
fueled inflation
p.ist few months, dttns <«•>
Amertca Weal and US Aarwayi
JMU seniors are wary of the
nomic considerations. busfeWM
will likely fact* bankruptcy Within
economic recession, but plan
declines and already having days of the ternirist strikes, airto continue seeking career
enough hires to meet anticipatlines amouncad plans to lav off opportunities in light of a
ed needs,' Shuler satd
more than 80.(XK> workers."
tougher job market
"Types of employers most
Other indusSenior
affected have been consulting
tries that poaai1
1 lospit.ility ,md
firms, telecommunications and
bly
will
be
Tourism
financial firms Miring In gen
affected by a
Management
ernment agencies, non-pioAtfl
recession
are
major Mandy
and accounting firms remain auto sales and
Monagha n
strong," she said.
information
said,
"People
Roam said, "The obvioua
technology.
are not taking
left without one.
major that will be the hardest hit
B I o o MI /> r r o
as many lavish
for December and may still lie reported
that
trips, and com— Mandv Monaghan panies .ire trynot so hot in May is I loapitaHty consumers are
land Tourism) Management
much less coning to cut back
Majors that can be linked to
fident than a
on
expenses
security or defense areas anyear ago and
This all means
looking better"
consequently will pull back
less people will be traveling for
Blovmberg reported that on big-ticket purcha^rv
pleasure and business, which
occupancy rates in manv hotell
According
to
another
means it will be a little harder
have fallen below 20 percent
MSNBC news report recesto find good jobs in the hospiand
the consulting
firm
sions are signaled by a drop in
tality industry.
PricewatemouseCoopers says
"coincident economic indica"I'm
not too worried
the
hospitality
industry's
tora": employment, industrial
though,"
Monaghan said.
fourth-quarter n'sults could be
production, buaineaa Balei and
"|MU has an excellent hospitalthe worst it's son m J3 najs.
penonal Income.
ity program, which has conAirlini-s Midi aa AMR, the
Federal Reserve Chairman
tarts with mam of the major
parent of AmerKan Airlines .nui.
Alan Greenspan said last weak
hotel companies. I may not be
Trans World Airlines ill\ \ |
that the gross domestic product
able to find the job of my
announced plans to cut oval
(GDP) was "only barely dis
dreams, but I won't be left
HWUlOjobs AMU is in ., si.>i,
playing signs ,>t a recovery in
without one. Besides, you
of emergency.' t hiel I \eciitive
recent months. The MSNBC
never know how people are
Don Carry said in Bloomberg
report cites GDI' as a quarter!)
going to react — in a year or
Boeing says it plans to lay off up
reported measure ot ma sum
two, the hospitality industry
to 30,000 employees.
total of all g*K)ds and services
might start to pick up."
The Bkvmbrrg article reported
the country produces and conSenior ISAT major Peter
that "airlines expected to lose sumes. GDI' is the best gauge of
Denbigh said, "I want to be an
$35 billion this year even before
the economy's health, according
entrepreneur, and in a difficult
September's horrors Airlines to the report.
economic time, starting one's

-66-

/ may not be able to
find the job of my
dreams, but I won) be

55

own business becomes even
more challenging However, it
will force me to be economical
and efficient, which in the long
run, when the economy doea
rebound, will lead wav to higher profit margins, bitter open'
tions, et Often "
Denbigh said it will he a lit
tie more difficult finding a fob
during a recaaaion, but he
(eels that there will still be
opportunities for an entrylex el position that has high
potential for promotion OflCfl
the economv rebounds."
Santa Social Science major
Imily Ohnot said I leel that it
is ICBry enough to finalK he
going out into that pl.ue known
as the real world,' let alone into
an econonn that is on BhaJn
ground right now I think that
all areas ol our economv are
going to be affected by the

events on Sept n and man)
|businesses| will be hesitant to
fill new positions unless they
are absolutely vital to (them).
Where I once completely
rejected the idea of grad
school right out ol college, I
will definitely consider it if I
am not employed h\ next
fall," Obnot Mid.
Senior
Interdisciplinary
Liberal Studies major Kim
Johnson said, "I'm really not
anticipating any change in my
job search because ot the airrent
economy. I am going to be a
teacher and, luckilv for me, there
is always a need for tea* hers
Shuler
said,
"Students
should plan to put more time
and effort into their job search
during tough economic times.

There will be fewer jobs available, so the competition will be
stiller Students with excellent
academic records and gixn! job
experience should still fare
well, but not without some
effort on their part They need
to start the fob Much early and
laflna their resume writing and
interviewing skills."
Shuler BBld the (>n t ampUJ
Interviewing Program surveyed
emplovers List spring and com
piled a list of job search tips
Recommendations include:
make the most of internship
opportunities, keep options
open bv considering a wide
range ot employers, thonnighlv
research a company before
research a accepting an employment otter, differentiate oneself
from other students with similar skills ,iiul experience and
start the ji>b search early.

-46A slower economy
turns the job market

tables in favor of the
employer...
— Kalhv Shuler
CKorilirutor. On-Campiix
Interviewing Procram

5?
nta who
might have trouble in the next
several rounds of job ■earthing
should not take it personaIIv It
may be difficult to avoid feeling
like a personal failure, especially compared with those in the

last few years who had it so
earn on the job market
"(>ne should only go to grad
school it one was thinking about
it anyway, not just suddenly
because
of
the
changed
prospects >m the job market,"
Kossei said
Shuler said, "A slower
economy turns the job market
tables in favor of the employer,
which graduates over the past
tew years have not experienced. Many employers may
be in the position to he more
■elective and drive the decision-making process with the
candidates, which students
need to be prepared tor."
Associate
Director
of
Academic Advising and Career
IX'velopment Rence I lerrell said
then- are a tremendous amount of

jobeeaidi mouicea on campus.
Herrell
said
Academic
Vhismg
and
Career
Development, located on the
third floor of Wilson, provides
resume workshops and critiques, helps students develop
job search strategies for their
particular fields of interest and
provides career counseling for
those who are not sure which
direction to pursue.
The Major and Career
Dedaona Program helps students Identify and develop
career guiIs .is well as choosing
a major, according to Herrell
The Onc.unpus mtervicwjrtaj
program brings employers on
Campua to interview students
for jobs upon graduation and
conducts mock interviews for
students to practice interviewing techniques. I lerrell aid

Office of International
Education and CMISS
UPCOMING EVENTS:
College Park-Ash by Crossing

Wednesday, Sept. 26
Winter Sun, Commons, Noon lp.m.

Where am I

Lounge on the Commons while
enjoying the sounds of Hispanic
music. (Rain location: The Festival,
College Center)

going to live
next year?

Thursday, Sept. 27
ShenFine, Commons, Noon-1 p.m.
Enjoy the foot-tapping sounds of
Celtic music! (Rain location: The
Festival, College Center)

It's a hard decision
We Can Make it Easy

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

Hours:
M-F 8:30a.m.-7p.m.
Sat. 10a.m.-7p.m.
Sun. 11a.m.-7p.m.

&

Hunger-focus Panel: Food Biotechnology
and Global Hunger Symposium, Wilson
Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
The issue of genetically modified food products,
popular in our media, has centered on "rich
country" concerns. These national panelists
will cause us to consider the more global
viewpoint of the many developing countries.

www.jmu.edu/inlernational
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Terrorism expert to issue paper on tragedy
rmtOMiSM.fwm pagt I
crusaders commith\1 to restoring isi.un to Ha original form."
Liter Bowers writes, "One
must recognize, however, th.it
the removal of Osama bin
Liden would not end the longterm problems which have
resulted in I terrorist threat
against the United States. The
removal of bin I.iden would be
nothing more th.m .t Kind-Aid
solution' (temporary solution)
to the problem "
Bowers said his military
experience and extensive travel hflVf shaped his skills and
aided in his global understanding IX-spite his humble,
lonely
kginnings
in
Tennessee, he soon experienced .1 greater view of the
world and got .1 jump on his
current job by joining the
United Slates Army.
"I could not imagine the
other side of the world," Bowers
said. "It (joining the Army)
transformed me into a tourist. I
was drawn to that because it
was different. And it WH .111

escape from the monotoin lint
plagued my youth."
Bowers beCMM I lieutenant
colonel, serving in special oper-

64
Now we 're looking at a
war that will depend
very much on
intelligence. You've got
to know who did it to

you.
— Stephen BOH ITS
founder. Willijm H. Nelson Intitule
for Public Affairs

99 —
■flora "So much of what I did
in the Army w .is rrle\ .nil to this
work," Bowers said, referring to
how his former service duty
.illrt ts his current job.

! le even kid some first-kind
experience in global weaponry,
being shot at while on the East: man border.
Bowers said this new war
may be primarily fought with
mdal OpwaUoni similar to his
former military work, as well as
human intelligence.
"I think there is a need for
greater funding in [those] two
,mMs." Bowers said. "By having
agents on the ground, you at
least get closer to the inner circle. Now we're looking at a war
that will depend very much on
intelligence You've got to know
who did it to you."
Bowers said the United
States needs "more resources as
t,ir .is BpedaJ operations. We'll
build up both of those. That's
how it will be fought"
Bowers said he sees the
war being fought with two
separate policies. "The policy
we (the United States) assume
must move on two levels.'
Bowers said. "One is military,
but the other is humanitarian.
One thing I worked on for the

of students who study abroad,
Tobler said. List year, over 700
JMU students participated in the
experience, shes,iid.
junior Kendall Barbery said, "I
am majoring in African studies,
and I thought (studying abroad]
would be a good way to immerse
myself in the culture." She said
she is looking into a program in

CAKBBM,fimpagel
so students could easiK talk
to many organizations from
different fields. "It's very convenient to have this here
because everything is in one
place, which makes it easy to
find wkit you're looking for
and set up connections," senior Nicole Kreger said.

Ghana.
Freshman Kristin Truell said
she wants to travel. "I want to go to
New Zealand," she said. Because
of its geography, "you can ski and
swim in the tame da v." she Mid
For more Information, students
can contact Tobler in 1 hll. teal Eatt
"Everybody should do it,"
I IbeiSl said. "You will never, never
regret stud\ nig abroad. Never!"

'£

Organizations said they
appreciated seeing students
in their environment at
|MU. "This is our first year
at the Career Tair, and it's
great to come to the students," said Dwinda Franks
of Family Dollar Inc. "It
makes things more comfortable and provides a good

$20
$13
$10

WANTED: A FEW GOOD MEN
1 hour can make a BIG difference
in the life of a child.

Walk Ins Welcome
Gift Certificates available
We accept all local checks & all major credit cards

16

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
"a unique and exciting store

NEW and GENTLY WORN

EARTH

A CHILD IS WAITING

Harrisonburg

"-.J^*-**'
Service 10:30 a.m.
We respect the inherent worth ami iiii>ntt\ oft i
:>ut jn\it<i.
equ(ilil\ andCOmpQSStoH m human rehiluins

Check out our huge selection of

OF THE

or e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

/ Unitarian Universalists
*

*A TOUCH

Smith s,iid.
t iraziella Jacobs of Raffa
( onaulling,
Accounting
and
Technology
laid!
"We've talked to many students today and the) Va .ill
made great impressions on
111 it really MJ i .< lot about
IMU"

Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
540.433.8886

Pedicure
$18
'with Whirlpool Spa
Eyebrow Wax
$8
French Manicure
$5
American Manicure...$5

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thurs-Sat 9am-8pm

to learn*" senior < rystal

Call Richard, Lindsay & James at the News desk today — x-86699

Back to School Specials
Full Set
Pi" In
Manicure
•With Parafin Wax

atmosphere."
Both the organizations
and the students felt the
Career Fair was successful
and helpful "Its .1 little
overwhelming because the
businesses won't remember
you, but that just means you
have to keep up with contacts, which is a good thing

Got news? Let us know what you're club
or organization is up to you could see your
name in print!

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
«, _ „
In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
801-8070
Next to Sprint

■4i

AsianA/ails

( UK IS LAH/l)\, iminhutmit p/uHoitruphft
Stephen Bowers is a terrorism expert at the William R.
Nelson Institute and professor of political science.

Career Fair draws local employers

Fair offers info,
international flair
FAIR, from p$gt 1
regional histories if you lookaCfOM
the (United Suites)," Oberst said.
Tobler said the fair has become
Increasingly popular since 19%.
"For the past three years, we've
had to get the PC Ballroom," Tobler
Mid. I think today we're even at
full capacity."
Oberst said, "It is our job to
steer a student through a way that
they can do studies abroad ... and
bring the transfer credits back to
|MU for a degree."
Students an? also encouraged to
talfe to their academic adviser to
see what thev want todoand how
they can fit it into their academic
careers, ObeM aid
JMU is now ranked number
two in the country for the number

Army over the \ Mffl WM civil
affairs. What this involved
was taking military actions
but also dealing with the
humanitarian
problems
resulting from the war. Here,
we are likely to see ,1 big
refugee problem, and that is
something with which civil
affairs people are familiar."
As a teacher, a INMfOMf
•nd dllBClDf of an internation.il
institute. Bowers interacts with
students and other experts in
the field.
|MU alumnus Dan Saley
('99) took several of Bowers'
classes and has worked for the
institute for the last three years.
"He's brilliant. In terms of
someone who knows how the
actual world works politically,
I've learned an enormous
amount (from Bowers), especially when it comes to terror
ism and defense politics,"
Saley said. "I can't find anyone that I'd rather talk about
the situation in a former (communist) bloc country with. I le
has a very keen sense of how

CLOTHING for Fall!!

163 South Main Straet

Phone: 867-0073

»

hll|>. '. Iii.mi i it i in I. IMIII I m.iil: hbUTgfl ricil.lU'l
Km |mv.iblf tain pus nut-tin j> infornuitiim nmtaU K.ilph linne: grmerl (mu.edu
Route ^x 5 milt", wmk 'if nTlmnj ut i>ai«.-1 in. i piIM nclmofcom

432-1894 for hours and information

Tapestries •

Visitors Welcome

"Spirit Quest"

Drums

A Journey For Youth, At>e\ 4 Through 17, SUNDAY'S at I0:M)AM.

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

'▼A

Men & Women
7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

Caribbean Tan

$6.oo
Hair Cuts

Come experience the difference at Caribbean Tan
with over 30 beds available including
cybers & stand-ups.

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockinqham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon. Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg

->^^^

Located in the new Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

"Atz

433 - 9989
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Refugees flee Afganistan Va. mentally retarded death row inmate
goes to Supreme Court to appeal case

MtFUGBES. fhmptge \

had gathers. -<t tin- Chamao
border crossing about '*' miles
northwest o( here [\c said
about half of them were tamped
in the open, while otfwri hid
sought shelter .Ha ha/aaron the
Af^Kin sul«'
rearing a tidal wave of
refugees, the Pakistani gOVernment sealed the Lhaman
crossing for three days last
week, then reopened it only
to those with visas or other
travel documents.
Aid officials said emotions
are running high among
those trying to cross, mainly
because they fear that the
United States might fiffj
strike at the Taliban government's
spiritual capital,
Kandahar, about 70 miles
northwest of the border
point. Fears of airstrikes escalated after Afghan religious
leaders refused to surrender
bin Laden as demanded by
the United States, instead
issuing an equivocal call
"encouraging" him to leave
at a time of his choosing
"It is probably the most tense
border in the world at the
moment," Colville said at a
news hnefing here.
He said Pakistani authorities were allowing a few
refugees u ho were in serious
need of medical attention to
cross, but even then, controls
were stringent and stays
were sometimes short. Two
pregnant
women
were
allowed over to give birth,
then were sent back, Colville
said.
In Islamabad, the capital of
Pakistan, offidala dealing with
the country's latest refugee crisis nid th.it ii the United States
does strike AtghaniM.in, they
would not block the ensuing
exodus. Colville on Tuesday
repeated estimates (irst made
last week that as many as 1.5
million Afghans could try to flee
to Pakistan if .ittacks occur.
They would join an estimated 3.6 million Afghan refugees
already living outside their
country, most of them either in
Pakistan or Iran. Hundreds of
thousands of other Afghans ,ue
said to be leaving urban anas
such as the capital, Kabul, and

the eastern cit\ ol l.ilalabad.
However, U.N. officials believe
that many o. men an not moving toward the borders but are
■asking refuge with relatives In
the Afghan countryside.
Against the backdrop ot
such a lajne-acale humanitarian
crisis, ofBdak from the United
Nations and ware* private))
funded
aid organization!
worked frantically to set up
new camps and supplies in
areas close to the border.

-66It'sprobably the most
tense border in the
world at the moment.
— Rupert CoMIc
U.N. high commissioner
for refugees

—59In the near-desert conditions of the border area
around Chaman, the biggest
concern is finding water to
sustain the influx, according
to aid officials.
As Ibasday'i events unfolded, the U.N. World Food
Program bowed to international
pressure and announced that it
would resume shipments of
grain to Afghanistan The
agency's shipments are the SOM
touroe Ol rood tor an estimated
3 million people in the country,
which is in the third year of its
worst drought in memory.
The food agency Msjpended
shipments shortly after the
attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon, citing
a shortage of trucks and the
evacuation tnmi Afghanistan ol
foreign aid workers, which left
noonetosupervis, the distribution. Privately funded aid
groups called the suspension
indefensible, claiming that failure to get adequate supplies
into the country before winter
could condemn as manv as I
million people to starvation.
The food agency said
Monday that Taliban officials
had broken into a U.N compound in Kandahar and seized
14,000 tons of grain.

VA,fiomptMS
says that recent trends in
death-penalty legislation confirm that such a consensus
does indeed exist
(»t the 38 states that currently permit capital punishment,
20, including Virginia, permit
executions of the mentally
retarded, generally defined as
persons with IQs lower than 70.
But 18 death penalty states forbid such executions, a ninefold
increase since 1989.
Twelve states and the
District of Columbia have no
capital punishment.
Atkins. 23, has been on death
row since 1998 for the 19%
abduction and murder of Eric
Nesbitt, a U.S. airman assigned
to langley Air Force Base.
Atkins and a co-defendant
William
(ones
grabbed
Nesbitt outside a York
County convenience store
and forced him to withdraw
money from an ATM; Nesbitt
was subsequently shot eight

times and died. The murder
weapon was never recovered.
A mental health expert
appointed by attorneys for
Atkins, who never lived or. his
own or held a job, said he has an
IQof59.
The Virginia attorney general's office said Atkins, who
offered police a detailed confession when he was arrested, was
intelligent enough to understand and plan a crime.
The Virginia Supreme Court
split 5-2 on the issue, with two
justices arguing that Atkins'
sentence should be commuted
to life without parole.
In recent months, members
of the U.S. Supreme Court have
expressed public concerns
about the way capital punish
ment is administered. Among
the justices to speak out was
O'Connor,
who
told
a
Minnesota audience in |une that
"the system may well be allowing some innocent defendants
to be executed."

The high court has been particularly interested in Virginia
cases recently. Including the
Atkins case, the justices have
agreed to hear eight cases from
Virginia in the past three wars,

fair trial because his courtappointed attorney had been
rapreaantfflst the victim* in the
.ax- at the time of the killing.
Partly as a result of
increased scrutiny from both
lederal and state courts, executions have all but ground
to a halt in Virginia. The
Commonwealth has executed
one person this year, with
one more execution scheduled, down from eight executions last year and 14 in 1999.
Atkins' first death sentence
was overturned in 1999 because
of a problem with the jury's verdict form, but he was sentenced
to death a second time.
He was convicted in a trial
during which the most sensational testimony against him
came from Jones, who pled
guilty in return for a life sentence. As part of the plea agreement, Jones told the jury that
Atkins had been the actual trigBrman in the murder, which
Atkins always has disputed

-66The system may well be
allowing some
innocent defendants to
be executed.
— Sandra Day O'Connor
Supreme Court justice

-55
ruling for the inmate in three of
the six cases that have been
decided so far.
The justices also have agreed
to decide this term whether
Virginia death row inmate
Waller Mickens was denied a

Poverty rates decline amid fears of a recession
rim

HI)

fnmptgt3

March survey in which 50,000
households were asked questions about last year.
Today's rising unemployment, declining consumer confidence and economic turmoil
sparked by the terrorist attacks
Suggest that short-term reductions m the poverty rate might
prove hard to come by in the
near future, experts said.
"While 2000 was a banner
year for reducing poverty, it's
likely to be the high-water
mark for a while," cautioned
Robert Greenstein, executive
director of the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, a
liberal public policy center that
closely studies poverty issues.
"Forecasters believe we're in a
recession, and poverty always
rises in recessions."
The record low of 11.1 percent was set in 1973, but census officials Tuesday said the

new figure of 11.3 percent —
half a percentage point below
the 1999 rate — was statistically little different.
The census report provided
evidence that much of the country, including many of its least
affluent residents, continued to
experience economic gains as
recently as last year. In 2000, the
poverty rate declined for the
fourth consecutive year.
Despite gains at the bottom,
however, the economy was
characterized by sharp disp.inties, according to the report.
The 22.1 percent poverty rate
for blacks was almost double
the national level, yet it also represented an all-time low for that
group.The222percent level for
Latinos also matched the
group's low. Female-headed
households also experienced a
much-higher-than-average
poverty rate of 247 percent, yet
that percentage rate also represented a new low.

Poverty rates varied widely.
The 10.8 percent figure for
Asians and Pacific Islanders
matched the group's record low.
The 7.5 percent figure for nonlatino whites also matched the
previous low.

-6 6
While 2000 was a
banner year for reducing
poverty, it's likely to be
the high-water mark for
a while.
— Robert Greenstein
executive director of the Center on
Budixl and Policy

-59Poverty levels declined in
California, New York, Arizona,
Florida, Minnesota, Mississippi,
New
Hampshire,
North

Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania
and the District of Columbia.
New Mexico, Louisiana and the
District oi Columbia had the
highest rates of poverty.
The Northeast was the only
region where median household income rose faster than
inflation. Yet overall, the median household income of $42,148
slipped just below the record of
$42,187 in 1999 — a performance that census analysts said
was extremely strong.
The pattern of income gains
also was apparent among
minority groups that often
measure below average in
wealth. Median household
income for Latino families
climbed to a high of $33,447; for
blacks it also set a record of
9 Income measures for
whites and Asians matched the
previous peak levels of those
groups — $45,904 for nonLatino whites and $55,521 for
Asians and Pacific Islanders.
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it's not for everyone, "but that's

[the point].
In Army ROTC you'll P"»" your»«ir T«rv your limits. Ann In
lha process. laain how lo think on your feet and be a good
lender You could even get a scholarship Hirg,^ir .., .;.,, .,„
an Army ROTC,-/as, B«e»u*o you're no!

ARMY ROTC Unllko any other colle*;e course you con take.

m

JUMP ON YOUR BROOMSTICK AND COME TO THE

or*\ififtli
& SATURDAY NIGHT
8:00-11:00 PM

EVERY FRIDAY

Tantalizing, mouth-watering, scrumptious, rich, spectacular,
tasty, fantastic, wow!, unbelievable, magnificent, powerful, '
the best, out of this world, knock you off you rocker

A\^^ .Nines

EVERY NIGHT

. OCTOBER 26- HALLOWEEN
■*>

ADMISSION

$5.00

4 From Cross Keys Rd. turn east onto Port Republic Rd. Go 3.2 mi.
and turn left on Pineville Rd. Go 1.8 mi. and turn onto Valley View Rd.
Go 1 mi. Cornfield on right.
-* From Rt.33. from Harrisonburg turn right on Lawyer Rd.
From Elkton turn left on Lawyer Rd. go 2.4 mi. and turn right on
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"The rankings arc rank.
U.S. News ought ID trash
the ratings ..."
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"... the decision to run headstrong toward the fledgling
employment world a few
months from now may
leave them disappointed ..."
see house editorial, below

KAREN HELLER
FROM THE WIRE

College rankings
earn poor score
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EDITORIAL

Career hunting may prove to be a job
" I hojx' none of you are
seniors who are going to be
looking for jobs this year,"
said a JMU professor to his
class last week. Many
gasped al the remark, but
unfortunately, the professor's predictions seem likely to be true.
Stock market prices
finally rose Monday, the
first increase on Wall Street
Since the tragic events of
Sept. 11 plummeted the
financial district lower
than it had seen since 1933.
Sources quoted across the
media were relieved that
the
markets
turned.
However, that doesn't
erase the fact that thousands of Americans were
laid off this week, and
financial analysts continue
10 debate the ragged state
of the economy.
A Sept. 22 Washington
Post article stated that
"economists now predict
that the economic damage
fnjnt the Sept. II attacks
will virtually guarantee a
recession this year." Many
have argued that a recession was upon us regardlesa "t the attacks and that

May 2001 graduates have after crossing the stage and
struggled in the job search walking into a world that
all summer, but there seems will still be struggling to
to be no doubt that recent steady its shaky ground?
events will have a huge More and more students
impact on the job market, seem to be discussing the
as they have on every idea of graduate school
aspect of American life.
while others mention "takDecember 2001 and May ing
some
time off."
in hopes of
2002 graduates beware; Possibly
stalling
the
you may want
/ /
• •
inevitably
to
have
a
treacherous
backup plan.
job search or
While,
More and more
in search of a
according to
the Post, jobs
students seem to be groator eduin the travel
. cation
that
open
industry con- discussing the idea oj win
i
■
i
them to bettinue to be the
graduate SChoOl...
ler job oppormost affected,
tunities in a
employees in
many manu- —
9 9
better economy a few
f a c t u r i ng,
technology and financial years from now, general
sectors, among others, saw sentiments of "what else
layoffs the past two weeks. am I going to do?" and "no
In our sheltered "college one is hiring right now"
student" existence, students run rampant.
here have yet to feel the
Devestating the country
brunt of these economic emotionally, structurally and
downfalls.
But,
with economically, effects of the
December graduation a terrorist attacks somehow
mere 78 days away, the grim seep into every line of work,
reality will be all too fright- some businesses improving,
ening for some, and soon.
others crumbling.
What will graduates do
Military personnel and
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students Oft that path will
find themselves needed.
Companies providing military services as we head
into the possibility of war
should be in the clear along
with those in static professions that are always in
need of workers; the medical profession will always
need employees and students will always need
teachers. And while not
every major will be struggling for work, a recession
is usually a recession
across the board, and
recruiters may not be out in
full-force this year.
Whatever choice stu
dents make, the decision to
run head-strong toward
the fledgling employment
world a few months from
now may leave them disappointed m themselves
and in their |Ml' issued
educations
So, where will be after
graduation and what
will we do? Only time
c.in answer that, out we
hope and prav that those
who answer 'back home
with our parents" are
very wrong.

Every year at this lime, a
friend — let's call him Joe
College — pores over the
just-published U.S. News &
World Report college-ranking
guide to make sure his
beloved university^ Alma
Mater, has been shown the
proper respect.
Then he starts to crow.
"Did you notice Alma
Mater placed three notches
higher than your school?"
Arguments that graduates of
truly great schools are secure
enough to ignore such piffle
l.nl to silence Joe.
That's probably because
they're specious. Educators
care too much.
Two
years
ago,
Swarthmore president Alfred
Bloom became giddy when
his school reclaimed first
place among colleges, something it does every other year.
As if that weren't enough, he
noted, the year's highestranking university, Cal Tech,
was headed by Swarthmorealum David Baltimore. It was
as if the college had won
swimsuit and talent.
In 1995, a Columbia
University periodical criticized the U.S. News rankings,
but also ran the accompanying article "Where Does
Columbia Rank?" The next
year, Stanford
president
Gerhard Casper wrote an
impassioned letter to James
Fallows, then editor of U.S.
News, critical of the magazine's analysis.
"Universities change very
-.lowly — in many ways more
slowly than even I would
like," Casper wrote, his
argument primarily concetnad vvith the publication's methodology. "Yet, the
people behind the U.S. News
rankings lead readers to
believe either that university
quality pops up and down
like politicians in polls, or
that last year's rankings
were wrong but this years
are right."
Colleges litter their idyllic
greenswards with billboards
that proclaim "top college" or
"best buy," transforming the
groves of academe into usedcar lots. Press releases celebrate new rankings as if the
schools
were
Beaujolais
Nouveau. A vice president at
Hobart and William Smith
Colleges, in Cieneva, N.Y.,

was fired last year, according
to the Washington Monthly,
for not submitting updated
info that would have boosted
the school's rankings.
The U.S. News guide,
established in 1983, does
more than promote schools
— it promotes the doddering
publication. Newsstand sales
of the 2000 guide were 40
percent higher than the magazine's
weekly
average
Succumbing to the sports-stat
mentality, U.S. News now
rates graduate schools and
hospitals in other well-selling
guides, when common MflM
was once sufficient. Next,
they'll be grading religions
This year, there's more
noise about the college rankings. The current Atlantic
Monthly has a piece by
Fallows in which he decries
early-dr. cmn . olli'p' ,n)mis
sions and places part of the
blame on his old employer,
U.S. News. In order to grab
the best crop of freshmen —
whose stratospheric SAT
scores and high school rankings will reflect well in future
surveys — institutions are
pressuring applicants to lock
in before they're ready, he
contends. And the current
Washington Monthly contains
I diatribe coauthored by ■ for
mer U.S. News director of data
research that argues for clearer methodology and inclusion
of yet more information.
Almost every year U.S.
News changes the variables,
toys with the weights and
distributions, and the grumbling continues. Just like the
Miss
America
Pageant.
Guess what? They're both
still broken.
All the complaints about
methodology miss the point:
you cannot statistically rank
an education. An education is
built on a system of relationships and experiences, each
separate and unique There
are fantastically bright people who never went to a college, or never finished college, or went to a college
nowhere near the U.S. News
Top 10. There are fools who
went to Princeton.
The notion that von arc
providing the best for yourself or your child has a powerful emotional pull. But it's
almost impossible to apply
see RANKING, page 8

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Alum takes issue
with column
To the Editor
As a recent graduate, I
have concluded that the backbone of JMU, which was
slowly disintegrating under
the weight of political correctness, general intellectual
and moral cowardice while I
was there, is finally gone.
I take issue with Peter
Gelderloos' column in the
Sept. 20 issue of The Breeze,
which summarized U.S. policy regarding the recent acts of
aggression against our country. I have no problem with
identifying those who provide shelter, arms or huaiu lal
resources to those who
attacked our country as ter
rorists, and I won't lose any
sleep at night worrying about
the most expedient way to
dispell them from the face of
this earth. I have no problem
with the media for rushing to
speculate that Osama bin
Laden was behind the
attacks. After all, usual sus
peels are called usual suspects for a reason.
I
take
issue
with
Gelderloos' assertion that the
United States of America is
not a free nation and that Old
Glory is "meaningless
While I concede that there are
moments in history where the
U.S. government was wrong.

I would encourage Gelderloos
to try to publish an article as a
titizai in any of the wonderful
workers'
paradises
around the world, like Cuba,
China or North Korea, critiquing the government. Try
living under one of those
tlags M a . ili/cn and see how
meaningless the God-given
freedoms that Old Glory
stands really are
I
take
issue
with
( ialderJooa describing violence in retaliation against
terrorist! as "sinking to their
level." I don't know how you
live, but in Ihe adult world,
sometimes you have to do
thingl that are unpleasant in
onler to survive as ,\n indivldiUu1 or a nation. Killing
OthCfl is unpleasant, but it
will have to be done in order
to eliminate terrorist cells
By trying to reduce the
forthcoming police/military
action as a racist vendetta
against Islamic people ts
ridiculous What Ihe United
States is going alter are the
extremists of the Muslim
World Muslims <\n not think
Al Qlltda |J H-prrsrntalive of
Islam anymore than your
average American thinks the
Ku Klux Klan is a mainstream
Christian organization. If we
were targeting Muslims, then
we would be deploying aircraft carriers to Indonesia, the
most populous Muslim coun-

try in the world.
The point of this letter is
that there is nothing wrong
v. ith embracing the view that
the world is divided by an
us/them split. Defining who
is "us" and who is "them"
has nothing to do with race,
color, creed or country of origin. It has to do with institu
tions
and
ideals
that
Gelderloos seems to cherish,
such as democracy and freedom, which are almost exclusively inventions of Western
culture and
civilization
(which Islam helped shape).
If a country wants to embrace
those ideals, fine. If a country
wants to live under a tyrannical theocracy, fine. If forces
attack the United States, they
should know that we will
react, and we will leave our
mark. Those that attack the
United States simply want to
in! us under their own tyrannical rule. As much as random bombings and indiscriminate use of military
force will do little to solve
this problem* wallowing in
some type of Western liberal
guilt will do our country
much, much worse.
I will end this by thanking
those currently engaged in
our armed forces by paraphrasing George Orwell: the
only reason we sleep well at
night is because of rough men
who lurk in the darkness

waiting to visit violence upon
those that would do us harm
Ben Porter
Class of 1999
International Affairs

Freshman defends
adjusting process
To the Editor
I am usually a fairly laidback person, but I read
something in The BretU
Monday, Sept. 24 that I felt
called for a response. After
a busy weekend and a hectic Monday, 1 had not yet
had a chance to sit down
and flip through The Breeze.
However, my roommate
brought to my attention to a
section of The Breeze that she
was particularly shocked
by. I read through it and
was equally as shocked. If
you read the Campus
Spotlight question: What
Annoys you Most About the
JMU Campus?, and it I told
you that both my roommate
and I are freshmen, you
could probably guess hVnt< h
"complaint" I choose to
comment on.
As enlightening as the first
complaint, "Girls wearing
tube tops at D-hall, especially
watching them expand as
sir LETTERS, ptft B
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
LETTERS, from page 7
they eat," made by senior
James David was, 1 am
choosing to focus my
attention
on
senior
Jennifer Surface's statement: "Freshmen. They are
becoming a real problem."
Unfortunately for us
all Jennifer chose not to
elaborate on her annoyance. Are we becoming a
problem because we live
on campus? Because we
have to walk everywhere?
Because we are in a new
environment, away from
home for the first time?
Since you were so vague, I
am trying to pinpoint
exactly why freshmen are
becoming a real problem.
I am just curious, four
years ago, what were you?
Were you a freshman
before they were becoming ,1 real problem?
But, alas, I am a fresh
man, and I am not
ashamed. Everyone was ,it
some point. It's tough
bdng the new kid on campus,
the
adjustment
process is hard for most
People always say that
the first year is the hardest. However, everyone
has to start somewhere. I
have also heard that these
years will fly by, and
soon, it will be 2004, and
the freshmen of today
will
find
themselves
seniors.
Remembering
what it was like to be
freshmen, we will hopefully yield away from
negative attitudes and
mentalities and be just as
helpful and encouraging
as all of the upperclassmen that I have encountered so far this year.
Next year, if you start
your career and you are
the new girl in the office

or wherever you end up,
how are you going to
avoid being a real problem? You will be In a new
environment, with new
people, much like the
experience of the freshmen now. Maybe, as you
plan out your future, you
can enlighten us on how
not to be a real problem.
You aren't always going to
be a senior. Unfortunately
none of us can. We all left
grade school feeling high
and mighty as eighth
graders, and then were
merely ninth graders at
our new high school. We
finally work our way up
through those long years
of our life, and a few short
months after graduation
IVf find ourselves at the
beginning of the biggest
change in our lives and at
the bottom of the totum
pole yet again.
It seems no one has
found a way to escape the
cycle, except for perhaps
Jennifer. It's a part of life,
everyone has to slart
somewhere and work to
get to the top It is how we
grow, learn and become
who we are. However,
thank you, for bringing it
to our attention that we
are "becoming a real
problem."
Instead
of
focusing on the fact that I,
and the other 3,000 students like me, may be
becoming a real problem
in some people's eyes, I
would rather spend my
time finishing my adjustment process and enjoying the beginning of the
best years of my life here
at JMU. I am sorry if I am
annoying anybody in
doing so.
Sara Newman
freshman, psychology

Darts

Dam & Pats arr submitted ononym<wl\
and printed on a s/xtce-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a Riven situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats

Email dans and pal\ to brcc/cdp@hotmail.com

Pat..

Dart...

A "thank-you-so-very-much" pat to the
Harrisonbure Rescue Squad and everyone
involved with my incident the other day.
Sent in by a sophomore who had a close
encounter with a car and is extremely thankful to
all the wonderful people who helped him in /i/s
time of need.

A "this-isn't-Circuit-City" dart to the
low-rent thief who enjoyed good brew and
hospitality at my party last Saturday and
walked right out the front door with my silver boombox.
Sent in by a viper-senior into recognizes thai
the world is Kmejbim n dump because of jerks
like you.

Dart...

Pat...

A "were-you-not-potty-trained" dart to
the guy who walked into my room .it I
a.m. last weekend and relieved himself on
my futon.
Sent in by mi annoyed tofhomat girl who
tens not liappy to climb out of bed to dam up
your pee.

An "upper, lassmen-nxrk" pat to the two
wonderful people who save us a ride beck
to campus from the movies Friday night in
their Explore!
I win $ixfreshmen who wen tatted from sit'
tins; tn tin- cold, watttng tor the "timely'
rUrraonburfi bus tystem to thutttt /■■■■
to Hoffman.

Dart...

Pat...
A "thanks tor alwayi waUhmg-out-for
me" pat to my friend KM patiently dealing
with my inebriated emotional breakdown

A "where h.ive all the u.-t topping!
gone" dart lo the geniuses who took away
ilu- caramel and chocolate eynip from DKill's In ven yogurt Kir
Sent in by three juniors who arc feeling a little bit dry //use days.

laat Friday night.

Sent in bun thankful Stnttw who i> liuku to
hoot IA'N ma* fcw other guyi m her life to be the
o'liltl blOtlkl> -:.

Ranking seems inferior to columnist
RAXKIXG.from page 7
logic or statistics or to quantify the quality of what an
individual receives. Half an
education can come from
outside the classroom. SAT
scores, still used heavily by
schools and U.S. News, are
irrelevant in what you get

out of college.
In
"Class: A
Guide
Through the American Status
System," Paul Fussell argues
that Americans, lacking .in
inherent aristocracy, strive to
create one through academic
credentials. Why else do people, years out of school, plas-

ter their vehicles with college
decals, as if to say "My car's
smarter than your car?"
This is a given: Every year
people will complain about
the system. U.S. News will
fiddle with its methodology
again, and nothing will
change the absurdity of it all.

The rankings are rank. U.S.
News ought to trash the ratings and apply its energy to
putting out a magazine that
students might want to read.
Karen Heller is a writer for
Knight-Kidder newspapers.
This column appeared in the
Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Columnist finds things haven't changed

ISPOTLIGHTI

Years ago, as a tourist in
Vienna, I met an old lady who
called herself "the Prinzessin"
and claimed to be a Hapsburg
princess, now reduced to the
status of tour guide. Among
her collection of over-polished
anecdotes was an item about
complaining to her mother
one day during her childhood
that life was boring. "The next
day," she said, "we heard that
Archduke Franz Ferdinand
had been shot." Pause for
effect. "And life was never
boring anymore."
The notion that there are
days when history swings on
a pivot is irresistible and, to
some extent, valid. The shooting of the archduke that started World War I, the bombing
of Pearl Harbor, the Kennedy
assassination. Before: innocence and sun-dappled lawns.
Afterward:
knowledge,
modernity and darkness. Will
Sept. 11,2001, really turn out
to have been one of those
days? A horrible day. certainly, and — yes — a day that
will live in infamy But a day
when life changed dramatically and permanently for
everyone, at least in America?
Maybe so, but there are ade
quate reasons to doubt, and
excellent reasons to avoid
leaping to that conclusion if it
can be avoided.
For the journalists and
politicians we depend on for
the official cliches of our
national conversation, the
apocalyptic note is irresistible.
No crude theorizing about ratings or votes is required. It's
just the nature of journalism to
make "this is more important
than you think" a subtext of

JANE McHUGH/Kntor pA<**ruprVr

Topic: What is the most
embarrassing thing
you've witnessed this
year?
"1 walked out of ISAT all
the way to the far
parking lot with my skirt
stuck halfway up my
bookbag. I had nice
undies on, though."

Amanda Packard
senior, occupational therapy
"Being completely sober
and still managing to fall
offtliebus."

Lauren Browne
senior. English
"My friend peed in his
pants from laughing so
hard."

Trip Wilhelm
junior, education
"My friend tried to do a
bike trick and fell into a
trash can.'1

every story. And when you''
devalued concepts like "crisis" and "war," as television
news especially has done in
recent years, apocalypse is
about all you have left when a
story this big comes along. As
for pols, they are also natural
hyperbolizers who are not disposed to conclude that a
national crisis is smaller than
it seems.
Although logic doesn't
really matter in Mich things,
there is a logical contradiction
among th«- official clkMa of
the moment that "everything
has changed" and this mtant
war" Victory in the war
against terrorism consists precisely of everything's not
changing. If life has aianged
permanently and dramatically
for the worse, terrorism has
won the war In fact, if people
become convinced that, say,
getting on an airplane is wildly riskier than they previously
thought, terrorism has won
whether that is objectively
true or not.
"Everything has changed"
can also become a self-fulfilling prophecy in terms of the
economy, where consumer
confidence matters a lot mom
than the direct costs of terror
ism itself. Being told again
and again that life from now
Otl will be unrecognizable
doesn't exactly make me want
to rush out to Wal-Mart.
Certainly it's ironic that so
many Americans seem convinced life was wonderful
until last week and will be terrible from now on. For over a
decade until last week, the
mantra of American politics
was
"change."
Voters

demanded it, politicians of all
stripes promised it. life was
imbeerable, In some unspecified way that "the system"
was responsible for. Now
"everything has changed,"
and we don't like it one bit.
We long for the lost world of
Sept. 10, lor thousands of
Americans directly affected by
the attack. lift has Indeed tr.ij;
ii .illy changed. But for most of
US Its -it worst too early to say
whether everyday life will be
permanently and dramatically
altered. And there's something
•eU Indulgent about assuming
so, just as there was something self-indulgent about the
hunger for "change" in what
we now regard as the preSept. 11 Eden
While flag-waving is an
appropriate and
moving
response to a frontal attack on
our country — and perhaps
patriotism cannot be finetuned — there are a couple of
wrong notes In the current
national chorus. One. of
course, is bullying, which is
always the underside of patrl
Otism More novel, disturbing
— and. I'm afraid more characteristic ot America today —
is the theme of victimization
Oh. pool us \\c need e,net
counseling, candlelight vigils,
little ribbons u> wear rhose
ribbons claim membership
and ask for sympathy more
than
they
communicate
resolve. We share the pain of
actual victim', not just through
empathy and financial generosity (though there's been
plenty of that) but also by feeling victimized ourselves. How
long before some doctor discovers a "Sept. 11 syndrome"

and Mime lawyer tries to sue
Osama bin Laden over it?
In the case of a president
who must suddenly rally people to an unexpected cause, a
bit of hyperbole is understandable. The danger for
Bush is that he is promising
total victory when that is not
really possible or even, in a
way, necessary. Terrorism is
not "an enemy" that can be
defeated It is an infinite variety of tactics available to any
enemy. Particular enemies ,,ni
be defeated and terrorism in
general can be discouraged,
but the possibility can never
be eliminated.
Spreading alarm about
terrorism has been an industry for at least two decades.
Read last January's "Report
of the National Commission
on Terrorism: Countering the
Changing
Threat
of
International Terrorism." Or,
if you prefer, last December's
"Toward a National Strategy
for Combating Terrorism,"
the report of a completely
different government commission Both are full of scenarios, none of them resembling what happened Sept.
II and recommendations,
none of which would have
prevented it
Life VN.IS riskier than we
realized before Sept. 11 and is
not as risky as we fear now.
Resisting the conclusion that
everything has changed is one
way to help prevent it from
being true.
Michael Kinsely, editor of
Slate fwww.slate.com). writes
a weekly column for The
Washington Post. 77ns column
appeared in the Post on Sept. 24.
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Special
Combination Platters

Lunch Special
Served wlih Fried Rice & Egg Roll

Served with Fried Rice Spring Roll A Soup

^

$6.50

$3.95

4

Full Menu Available in Store
1

(540) 568-9899
1031 Port Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next to Food Lion
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(540)438-1919
625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
n Park View Plaza
Shopping Center
behind F&M Bank
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Thursday, September 27
Noon -1 p. m.
The Commons
(Rain Location: The Festival)
Sponsored by:
Office of International Programs, Hillctcst Kasl. International a imu.edu
56R-W73, »w jimi edu international
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — You II run into a couple of snags this year, but they don't h.i\ r i"
stop you. The thing is, you've gone beyond your old safety zone. You're exploring new
territory, so new situations are bound to come up unexpectedly. Try not lo let your
admirers see you flinch. You never sweat, so that won't be a problem. Oh, by the way,
you'll win.
*
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
<MToday is a 6 - At first, nothing
*^^^ seems to be going according to
^^7 plan. Maybe you're trying too
hard to be in control. With minor
modifications, your mate's suggestion
could work.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^1 Today is an 8 - If you don't expect
■Kt" be paid lor what you're doing,
<£W you won't be disappointed. You
will get paid for it, but not in
money. What you get will be better.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a ft - Easy does it. No
need to rush. Perseverance counts
1
in this game more than speed.
Getting things right may t.ikr,.
few tries. Keep practicing. You can throw
out the ones that don t work.

fifr;

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
I Today is an 8 - Worry about
money some other time. You don't
have to monitor the stocks while
they take their roller coaster ride.
You should be resting and getting your
priorities straightened out. Love rules!

Today is a 7 - This is not a good
' time to make requests, especially
for cash. Although what you ask
" may seem reasonable to you, the
other person is unlikely to agree.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
_
Today is a ft - It's hard to get to
a^m" ptaCMOfl time. Obligations keep
{^9? popping up and throwing you off
schedule. Better figure out your
priorities first, or frustration will set in.
Pick the most important thing and do it.

Cancer (June 22-july 22)

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

flfc

Today is an 8 - Take your worries
- into consideration, but don't let
them take control. The past is
your teacher, not a wall between
you and fun. Follow your heart, and
blow those old fears to smithereens.

Leo(July23-Aug.22)
is a 5 • You'd like to pay
$/
tor everything, but you simply
^"^s can't. Let the others pitch in.
You're generous to a fault, as
everybody knows. Don't pretend you
have more than you do.
IIK1.IV

Today is a 7 - A book you're studying
brings valuable insights. Do the
Hk
lessons apply not only to the
r&jgT characters but also to you?
w
Things like having to face the
consequences of choices? Yep. The need
for forgiveness? Yep.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is an 8 - You'd like to give
more lo a worthy cause. Don't
fret. You have something to offer
that's worth more than money •
your time and imagination.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Today is a 7 - Should you visit
' relatives or stay home to clean
* your house? Youjuant to do
• both. Amazingly, the day goes
better if you play first and tidy up the
place later.

Today is an 8 - Others may disI agree with your philosophies, but
you can see pretty clearly. You
could be having problems
expressing yourself. Let your actions
speak louder than words.

j;

'$>:

—Tribune Media Services

LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Primary
6 Use a stiletto
10 Pouchlike
structures
14 Rumaki
ingredient
15 Sandusky s lake
16 Hog-wild
17 Purchase too
much coverage
19 Unconscious
state
20 Forsakes
21 Berry or cherry
22 Falsehoods
23 Root
24 Engine adjunct
28 Minute particle
29 Dodges
30 Coup d'
31 Bikini part
34 Make over
35 Delaware's
capital
37 Pile
38 Before, to a bard
39 Make ends meet
40 Wistful
42 Captured GIs
43 Cooked with dry
heat
44 Practical trainee
47 Son of Leah
48 Actress Bo
49 Seemed logical
54 Australian
gemstone
55 With regret
56 Drawstring
57 Disassemble
58 Ballplayer
Garciaparra
59 Huskies'pull
60 Speak roughly
61 Folklore beast

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Lump ol dirt
Center ot activity
Currier &
Eliel Saarmen's
son
5 Put on a ruflle
6 Sonnet ending
7 Some quiz
answers
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

8
9
10
11
12

Lah-de-dah ways
Speller's test
Pe vis part
French love
Kind ot book or
relief
13 Ray
18 Pinpoints exactly
21 One end of a
table
23 Begin anew
24 Cabbie's
passenger
25 Declare
26 Protuberance
27 Brief life?
28 Wolfed down
30HoT(day
forerunner
31 Top of the heap
32 Deserve
33 Imitated
36 Saturn's wife
37 That man's
39 Wine stopper
41 Bringing up
42 Pared
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43 Colorful grass
44 Images of gods
45 Katmandu's
kingdom
46 Wiretap
47 Touches down
49 Wiiliam Gibson's
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50
51
52
53
55

" Lisa
Overdrive"
Collar or jacket
Verne's captain
Bridge triumph
"Jane "
Mongrel dog

o
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). A.R. O A.R. OAR. OAJL OAR. O.A.R OAR O
Kv/LLAMA w/LLAMA w/LLAMA w/LLAMA w/LLl
UNDAY SUNDAY SUNDAY SUNDAY SUNDAY
DVEMBER 4 NOVEMBER 4 NOVEMBER 4 NOV
WILSON HALL WILSON HALL WILSON HALL
8 P.M. 8 PJM 8 P.M. 8 P.M. 8 P.M. 8 P.M. 8 P.M. 8

Tickets on sale Tuesday, Oct. 9

$8 w/JAC, limit 2, at the Warren Hall Box Office
$12 General Public/At the Door/Plan 9-Harrisonburg, Town & Campus
and Musictoday. To buy tickets online, visit musictoday.com or upb.org
IIUIIMM

notun luu

Warren Hall Box Office: 568-7960 ^(jpgl
I
For more info , call 568-6217 or visit www.upb.org jffi
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Focus

O.A.S.I.S »ft (diary It among the many arta organizations In downtown Harrlsonburg hoping to benefit from the new arts and cultural district.

Much like New Yok City Mayor Rudy
Guiliani embarked on a crusade a few
year* ago to transform Times Square into
a rejuvenated version of its former self,
Harrisonburg officials are making efforts to create
an arts and cultural district to revitalize downtown.
According to Brian Shull, Harrisonburg economic and development director. Harrisonburg,
with the help of the Arts Council of the Valley, is
encouraging increased development and events
in its arts district. They hope to achieve this by
creating more venues for visual and performing
arts downtown and offenng tax incentives to
help make that happen. It will be the first arts
and cultural district in Virginia, Shull said.
"We're hoping this will help our theaters, art
galleries, museums and dance studios downtown," Shull said
The Arts Council took on the task of implementing and promoting future projects for the
district .tnd spreading ihe word of the changes
throughout the Valley. According to its Web site,
tWWamfltyim.uMj, the council, a blend of arts,
business and government representatives, has a
vision of "a more vibrant community drawing
energy and delight from its support for | wide
spectrum of arts and cultural activities."
The council formed a year ago and is in the
planning stages of several projects. A full-time
theater manager WM brought in to the Court
Square Theater downtown in an attempt to create
"nwiv diverse programming for that venue and
downtown that would appeal to the JMU community in terms of music, comedy, et cetera,' said
John Neff, Arts council president.
A primary planning group also was formed
for an undertaking tentatively sol to be called
Independence Festival 201)2, which would be a
Fourth of July cddbfaUun of Amencan history
and heritage. The C ouncil made that project a priority, given the recent terrorist attacks on the
United Sl.it. The council also hopes to produce a communilv calendar of events, including those
at JMU, st) the community can have access
to a 00mpi«hensivc schedule. It hopes to develop
a link between the community and organizations
dedicated to the arts through a central box office
that can be accessed either online or via phone for
all venues in the area.
Long-term plans include meeling with other
city groups, for example, the n>tary club, which
coordinates the Eastern Mennonite Univeristy
Bach Festival, and to enhance current programs.
Also, if enough groups are recruited to get
involved, a gala to celebrate the arts will be held
within the next year.
Yet another project is the planned overhaul of
the "Craft House," the second-oldest building in
Harrisonburg, located next to the Massanutten
Regional Library on Main Street, which has sat
vacant for almost ten years. The city purchased it

A goal of the new arts district la to renovate the
"Craft House," right,
vacant for almost ten
year*. The "Craft House"
Is located next to
Massanutten Regional
Library on Main Street.

The Court Square Theater,
far right. It one venue
that will benefit from the
new arts district.
Already, a lull-time theater
manager has been
brought In to create more
diverse programming for
the JMU community.

and plans to renovate it to make it a tourist attraction, Shull said.
Since the council is still in the midst of enlisting an executive director, many plans are still tentative. Neff said. Some examples are themed
events featuring representatives of dance, theater,
music groups and visual and literary arts as well
as a children's theater and bcxik promotions during which authors will be invited to Harrisonburg
to read and discuss their works.
"IThese efforts] will make it a nice entertainment
center for Harrisonburg and the region," Shull said.
"It will bring more people downtown over time.
Over the next few years, you'll see a lot of headway.
If s going to make a lot of people want to come
downtown and make it nun1 of an attraction."
Local arts organizations are also in support of
the new district.
"The arts will be able to pull together and get
stronger," said Joan Knight, director of the
Virginia Quilt Museum.
The plan to invigorate tl»c downtown arts and
cultural scene is also expected to be an economic
boost to the city.
"Revitalizing downtown can be an economic
help, tew. It's being supported by businesses.
[Through this], we're hoping to foster and support
creative arts in order to create and preserve a higher quality of life |for the community)," Neff said.
Oalinances also were passed in an effort to
relieve the community of the financial burdens often associated with these types of
changes. A complete ordinance thai was first
approved by the Virginia General Assembly and
then presented to the City Council of Harrisonburg
was unanimously approved on June 12 to wane
certain taxes, according to Shull
lncenti\ es include waiving the city's 5 percent
admissions tax loi qualified arts organizations
Also, the business, pmfessumal and occupational
license tax that all businesses must pay will be
waived for the first three years for qualified arts
organizations, and an increased value tax for
buildings that have been renovated for a qualified
arts organization will be delayed for five years.
These tax incentives have already begun to
impact organizations downtown.
"We no longer have to pa\ admission taxes, so
this leaves us extra money for other things and to
pay other bills," Knight said.
Other downtown arts organizations that
should benefil are the Court Square Theater,
Valley Playhouse, O.A5.I.S art gallery and various dance studios.
The |MU community should expect lo benefit
horn these changes as well.
lunior Emily Templeton said, "I'd love to see a
boost i.. I l.irrisonhurg's artistic outlet. Coming
from the DC. an'A. w here theater, dance, galleries, opera, you name it, are prime. I reallv miss
the cultural excitement when I'm at school. I
think it's a great enrichment to JMU as well as
Harrisonburg in general."

Story by staff writer Brenna Walton
Photos by senior photographer Carrie Klinker
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yourkidswill
need a good
laugh!
TWO WEEKS LEFT TO GET YOUR
YEARBOOK PICTURE TAKEN!
September 24-28
October 1-5
September 24-27
September 28
October 1- 5

Taylor 302
Taylor 202
PC Ballroom

Mon. 1p.m.-5p.m.
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.
$5 sitting fee, $1 more to reserve a copy
|iw

I \ )^B

Cash and Checks accepted.
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or email <the_bluestone@jmu.edu>

■^B.

Are your parents well read?

They could be.

Give a Breeze subscription.

THEfBREEZE
Return this coupon to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
MSC 6805
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Name:
Address:.
City: !
Phone number:.

Stale

^ZiP-

Alumni

No

Parent of Student:

No

Subscription:

First Class $75

Bulk Mail $30
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"This is something most kids
try at home, but we thought it
would be better experiencing
it in a theater..."

■ Not a page turner

Y Ll£

Straub and King"s new
seuuel to (he "The
Talisman" disappoints

ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO

UPB cinematic events

Pact 14

SM

stoi? b«low

'Mirror, Mirror'
Speaker examines body image,
eating disorder struggles
BY KATIF HOIT

staff writer
Self-image is not necessarily a personal battle. All people play a role in each other's
self-perception by the lanEUagM and attitudes they display
This
was Jessica
Weiner's message Tuesday
night when she presented.
"Mirror, Mirror: A Journey
from
Self-Loathing
to
Empowerment" to a packed
Wilson Hall.
Weiner took an unorthodox approach to addressing
self-image issues, including
eating disorders and selfmutilation. The playwright,
actor and producer established a link between selfperception and the current
slate of affairs in the United
States following the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks ^he said that
self-perception is a matter of
security, and it can dramatically change at times when
one feels unsafe.
"Now more than any time
before, it's important to take a
look inward at the attitude
you present," Weiner said.
"Now that the nation is feeling so vulnerable, it's time to
look inward."
She spoke of how "the
stakes have been raised" in
this nation, and it's time to
reconsider what we value
and how we perceive ourselves and others.
"There is so much we can
do on a personal level to
ensure the safety of (yourself]
and those around [you],"
Weiner said.
She then explained that eating disorders and other selfpumshment disorders are physical coping behaviors used to
deal with emotional problems,
and people have mislabeled
these ailments for far too long.
"It's not about food and
weight," Weiner said. She
said that it's time we see eating disorders and self-mutilation as diseases with one's
sell and not just a desire to be
skinny and pretty. Weiner
then asked the audience to
participate in the discussion,
to break up and talk about
why people focus so heavily
on physical attributes and
how other people's behavior
affects the way people see
themselves.
Weiner showed a video
entitled, "Mirror, Mirror"
which showed real students

discussing how they felt
about being considered pretty and popular When the
video was over, Weiner
asked the audience if and
how they related to the students in tlie video.
One female student said
she was struck by how a subject in the video was so quick
to know exactly which body
part she liked the least about
herself. When Weiner asked
the audience if they identified with the language the
subjects used to describe
themselves, the audience
said they did.
The mood lightened when
Weiner asked the audience to
shout out various comments
they use to describe someone
who is attractive or unattractive. Laughs arose from the
student when such comments
as "I'd hit that" and "leave it
at the circus" were shouted.
Weiner then discussed how
the words we use hold
weight, and what others say
and think about us has a
strong effect.
"We feel good when we get
validation from someone
else," Weiner said. Word
choice dramatically affects the
way one feels when talking
about self-perception, she said.
Weiner said that it's not
enough to simply "slap
Band-Aids" on negative com-

-6 6
We feel good when we
get validation from
someone else.
— Jessica Weiner
"'Minor, Mirror" speaker

ments we hear; it's not
enough to come up with a
quick comment to make
someone feel better. We must
learn to change the approach
we take in helping people
with self-image disorders.
Weiner noted that it is not
easy to help those with bodyperception disorders. One
must be willing to "change
their language." In order to
be someone's "beacon of
light," people must change
their idea of beauty to
encompass goals and expectations, not clothing size and
hair color.

BY CAROI ISI CONTI

Contributing writer
Why do you speak at college campuses?
Weiner Because as a student in college 1 was very ready to be
challenged in my life, and when I was challenged by speakers
on campus, my growth and development was aided. I value
being able to share in others' growth.
Wlten did you first realize that you had an eating disorder, and
what made you get help?
Weiner: I was 11 when I had one and 18 when 1 sought help.
Knowing that I had watched friends go through it and not
be able to pull themselves out of it made me want help. It
wasn't just a game or tool but a potentially damaging area
of my life. I saw it leading to other problems, so I wanted to
get help.
Where did you get help?
Weiner I went to my counseling program on campus, and 1
received four years of amazing free therapy.
What did the journey to m'ercome entail?
Weiner I really focus on the word journey, not expecting it to
be cured or fixed just because you go to therapy Knowing that
your entire life is a process and that there are good and bad
days, slips and progressions and tremendous hope in the journey where you don't have to self-help or medicate through
starvation or exercise and that there's tremendous possibility
to live a healthier, balanced life.
IRENE WAZGOwXKAA<«/n/>M/JnK ptminnniptwr

Jessica Weiner, who recovered from an eating disorder herself,
spoke to a packed Wilson Hall Tuesday night on the battle
against body loathing and eating disorders in women and men.
Some audience members,
while intrigued by Weiner's
presentation, felt a little less
than fulfilled by her message.
"She was a fabulous speaker," junior Kristin DeGroot said,
"but I didn't learn anything. I
just wish she could have said
what we can do instead of slapping on Band-Aids."
Sophomore Travis Rountree
agreed that Weiner left much
unanswered. "I thought she
was (a) good, strong speaker
but didn't offer any solutions."
Junior Michelle Harrell
said she was impressed that
Weiner did not simply come
and speak about her personal
struggle with eating disorders.
Harrell said she liked that
Weiner opened the discussion.
"Mirror,
Mirror"
was
sponsored by various JMU
health organizations, including S.E.E.D (Stop Bating and
Exercising Disorders). The
new organization is a collaborative effort between many
resources on campus, including the University Health
Center, UREC and
the
Counseling and Student
Development Center. "Mirror,
Mirror" was also organized
by
the
Leslie
George
Foundation, established last

year by the parents of
deceased JMU student Leslie
George. George was a sophomore who died due to complications associated with
anorexia and bulimia.
The
Leslie
George
Foundation is now a philanthropic effort by Sigma Sigma
Sigma, the sorority to which
George belonged. Tri Sigma's
president, senior Lorin Phillips,
said the primary goal of the
foundation is to raise money to
fund events [like "Mirror,
Mirror") for eating disorders.
Ann
Simmons,
UHC
Coordinator
of
Health
Promotions, said "Mirror,
Mirror" was put together as
an "educational program to
give students information
regarding the actual eating
behaviors that occur |and|
how to help a friend."
Simmons also extended an
invitation to other colleges
and high schools in the area
to attend the event because
eating disorders and selfimage disorders affect more
than JMU college students.
For
more
information
regarding eating disorders and
the Leslie George Foundation,
check out SEED'S Web site:
wunv.jmu.eitu/heallhctr/leslie.

We're not in Kansas anymore
The Wizard of Oz meets Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the Moon'
BY JRSS GLADIS

staff writer
A brainless scarecrow,
heartless tin man and cowardly lion will converge with
psychedelic rock-icon Pink
Floyd for a surrealistic
movie-going
experience
Saturday night.

The University Program
Board will present a showing
of the 1939 film classic "The
Wizard of Oz," set to Pink
Floyd's 1973 album. The Dark
Side of the Moon.
According to one of the
Dark Side of Oz Web sites,
www.angelfire.com/oh3/dark-

side/da rksideofoz.html, there is
a
distinct
connection
between the moods and
actions of the characters in
"The Wizard of Oz" and the
lyrics and rhythms of Pink
Floyd's album.
Supposedly, if The Dark
Side of the Moon is started at
the third roar of the lion in
the old MGM promo, it
seems as if the two mediums
are perfectly synchronized
To believers of this correlation. Pink Floyd possibly
composed this album specifically for "The Wizard of Oz."
The Web site goes into particular examples of intertwining evidence. For example, in
the
Pink
Floyd
song
"Breathe," the lyrics "leave
but don't leave me" play just
as a busy Auntie F.m sends
Dorothy away from her. And
suitably, Dorothy turns back
around to glance at her aunt
just as Pink Floyd sings "look
around." According to the
Web site, the album will
repeat itself three times
before the movie's end, never
ceasing to synchronize with

the action on film.

tOO\ WORnilN<n"()N/(iMin/wi/U'<j<i(>/

UPB
Coordinator
of
Cinematic Events Anthony
Marchegiano, said UPB chose
this unique showing because
they decided that this would
be a unique experience for
students. "This is something
that all kids try out in their

home, but we thought it
would be better experiencing
it in a theater with a big
screen and a great sound system," Marchegiano said.
Although not all students
may be familiar with this
musical and cinematic combination, Marchegiano stresses
it's a unique experience.
"They should still come, for it
ts i chance to experience the
quintessential music video
that far surpasses what is
being pawned off on the
MTV audience as music
videos today," he said.
Senior Nelson Wax, who's
experienced the "The Dark
Side" before, Mid at first
glance he couldn't see the connection between the music and
the movie. I lowever, after several minutes of watching the
two combined, he noticed an
undeniable pattern of fluidity.
"It's like watching a whole
new movie bacau—, without
the dialogue, the mood completely changes when it's
played with the Pink Floyd
songs," Wax said. "The songs
enhance the cinematography "
An extraordinary cincmat
ic experience, "The Dark Side
of Oz" will allow students to
watch Dorothy follow the
yellow brick road to the dark
side of the moon. The event
will take place at midnight
Saturday, Sept. 28 at GraftonStovall Theatre.

Where do you draw the line between watching your weight
and having a problem?
Weiner. I think the difference is that there's an American
obsession with weight and fat and health, but where it
becomes unhealthy is when it's all you think about. It's the first
thing you think about when you wake up and the last thing
you think about when you go to sleep. It is all-consuming and
changes your day at will. If you are living your life around
your eating disorder then you are not living at all.
What are the constructive and destructive ways that a person can
help a friend with an eating disorder?
Weiner The destructive ways would be to judge and blame
and to try to heal her and to comment and talk about weight
and food. A constructive way is to be the best person you can
be to yourself first. We can't pretend it's only their issue, but
it's all of our issues. It's how wc contribute to the entire atmosphere. A high self-esteem friend leads by example. Offer to listen and to go on that journey with your friend because it won't
be easy, and it won't be quick or what you think it will look
like. It will just be what it is. Know it's not your responsibility
to fix another person; that other person has to want to get help
first and foremost.
What atmosphere on college campuses allows for unhealthy
body images?
Weiner The entire atmosphere. It's the world we chose to create on a campus. Some people want to point to sororities or
dance classes, but I tend not to try to put blame in those areas.
We're trained in society to focus on weight and food, but I take
a lot of self and personal responsibility, and 1 think you can
exist in those worlds and not fall into those traps. A lot of it is
the climate that students are choosing to create. If there's a
self-acceptance and a self-love and a great energy on that campus that is not a blaming, shaming place to be, then that has a
lot to do with it.
How much does the death of a fMU student last year from an eating disorder reflect the seriousness oftlie problem of eating disorders on college campuses?
Weiner: I think anytime there's something tragic like a passing of life due to complications from an eating disorder, it
brings home the. severity of what this coping mechanism
brings. Many of us who have experienced it don't always
think about the end result and the risk that you undertake
when you practice the behavior of an eating disorder. I
think that any time when we experience a loss like that, it
makes it real, and hopefully in that tragedy people recognize the value of their life and choices. For her family and
friends it's very real and unfortunate, but in her life a lesson can be learned.
What's influencing eating disorders now? What are the current trends?
Weiner The current trends are what they've always been,
which is a lack of other skills to handle emotions and experiences in our lives, coupled with an atmosphere that we create that still puts the pressure on women and men to look a
certain way physically. There is still a lack of connection in
our society tnat prevents people from talking about what's
bothering them and how they're feeling, and when we're not
able to do that, we use other coping methods to control our
life issues. We live in an ignorant society that believes eating
disorders are about food and weight when they're not.
They're about abuse and love and lack of love and beauty
misconceptions and a whole host of things other than dress
and pants si/e
What do you suggest a person with an eating disorder should do
to seek help?
Weiner If they're ready and they want to go, I would suggest
going immediately to the first professional available to you
who has the understanding and the tools and skills to help
facilitate some sort of therapeutic intervention.
What message would you like to leave JMU students?
Weiner The biggest thing for me on my personal journey is
that I recognized what I could do to take responsibility in my
life so that I was not only creating health in my life, but in
other's lives too by being an example. I think there's so much
strength and power that we have that we don't use, and that's
my message and what I think is working for me.
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The Wrfu) dodged
Andy G. Acoustic Cafei Thursday
CASA Band Nijht. Saturday

The Biltmore '
Dj Mysom Thursday
Karaokei Friday
Free Wings and Football Monday
All You Can Eat Thumbs and Toesi Tuesday

CALHOUN'S
Shakei Thursday
Ja«2 on the Patioi Friday
Randy Black and Company! Wednesday

Finnigan's Cove
Jon Fritu Thursday
Gypsyi Friday
Eric and Joe from Muellei Wednesday

Dave's Taverna
Tom Weaven Tuesday
Ja xxi Wednesday

The Little Grill
Hackensaw Boysi Friday 15
Leftover Biscuit Boysi Saturday $2

$.25 wins* Tuesday
Todd Schlabacru Wednesday
Bug'sy Kline Trioi Thursday
RYAN PVM.OSKV senior ant si

STYLE

Talisman' sequel struggles
If anything is destined for
damnation, it is the sequel. Nine
times out of 10, the sequel never
works. It either fails to capture
the magic of its predecessor or it
clutches too tight to its magic
and ftuffocatM creativity in place
of a predetermined formula.
Think of how many sequels
you know that were just as good
or better than their forefathers;
now narrow your range to that
of the literary world and you'll
find that there are rarely any
"Godfather, Part ll'"s. The perfect (or just as good) sequel is
that rare and precious El
Dorado that many readers
search for. I myself have been
searching and thought that, for
once, I might have come upon
something: "Black House," the
sequel to Stephen King and
Peter Straub's cult fantasy/horror novel, "TheTalisman."
I read The Talisman" over
the summer, struggling through
mm points and racing through
others, as is common with an
excruciatingly long but wonderful horror story. 1 assumed that
the 17 years between the
first and second outings
into the unique worlds
presented
in
"The
Talisman" would have
been kind to these two
writers and would have
allowed room for a multitude of ideas and
imaginings.
Yet I should have
heeded my mother*!
warning about what I
make when I assume,
for "Black House," the
sequel to "The Talisman," was not the sequel I
dreamed of. After finishing the
book, it seemed as if my El
Dorado had long since decayed.
It would be fair to say that
"Black House" is horror at its
worst, a (excuse the tasteless
pun) horrific read that all but
ruins what impressions were
left by "The Talisman."
For those unfamiliar with
the universe of "The Talisman,''
here is a quick summary before
we discuss the failings of its
sequel. The first novel, published in 1984, was a loose
adaptation of Mark Twain's
"Tom
Sawyer,"
a
semipjcuresque tale about Jack
Sawyer, a 12 year old who jour-

neys across America to find a
mysterious talisman (Aren't
they all mysterious? Would it
be too much to leave behind an
instruction booklet?) with the
power to save his mother's life.
To cut to the chase — and
because it would be impossible
to describe the intricacies of
"The Talisman" in the space
provided — Jack develops the
ability to switch between this
world and another one, dubbed
"The Territories," where a
plethora of creatures, both
mundane and malign, abound.
Seventeen years later, at the
start of "Black House," we find
Jack Sawyer as a retired I »»
Angeles Police Deparl-ment
detective
living
in
rural
Wisconsin, where he has all but
forgotten his youthful Bdvtfl
tures. This rural Wis.on-.in is
the hunting gnuind of various
> har.u UTS. gome of H Men hmw
on the reader, like llrm\
l^eyden, the blind radio person
ality whose sharp humor and
moving intuituHi are a bli'ssuig
to both |ack and the leader.

Other characters come off as
ridiculous. For instance, the
Thunder Five, a quintet of intellectual motorcyclists, read as a
cheap way of shattering steretvtype. The town of La Riviere is
not ,is peaceful as it seems; the
neighborhoods are plagued by a
disgustingly
evil
murderer
named IIK- lisherni.ui (after reallife murderer Albert Fish), a
I lannibal I e. ter ish heavy with a
craving for the blltfcx k-> Of* VOUflg
children. After a fourth victim is
kidnapped, !.kk |uinps back on
the scene. Yet there is a greater
evil that lurks throughout the
novel, evident by a (sigh) mysterious black house tucked away
in the woods, a house that actu-

ally is a portal to
darker world, a worli
that Jack inevitably
enters in order to aflve

the l iehenmn's pottntial fourth course.
It lakes more than
MKi pages to discover
whei exactly the evil of
the black house is. and
even then, the rushed
ending left this reader
unsatisfied. The actual
journey into the bowels of the black house
lasts for only 100
page--; tor a Ktok written by two extremely
talented horror writers
known
for
their
buildup of tension, I
felt cheated, as if I'd
been presented dessert
at the dinner table only to have it
taken away after the first bite.
The problem with "Black
House" is that it grounds itself
too much in reality While "The
Talisman" equally divided its
plot between larth and the
Territories, "Black House" is
confined mostly
|0 the realm of
real life It is a
gritty
murdermystery posing
as a horror story
— "NYPDBlue"
meets
"The
Outer Limits"
The verisimili
tude of police
procedure, .inm
scene investigation and ha/y
flashbacks
to
previous
Jack
Sawyer investigations only
serves to shatter the suspension
Of* disbelief that made "The
Talisman" as enjoyable as it
was. At times, the novel reads
as it its talking crows and oneeyed lords lost their way while
traveling to another storv by a
more risky horror writer. "Black
House" trifle to take itself too
seriously, and in effect, loses all
seriousness.
A warning: The book is
deeply rooted in the King
mylhos; characters and plot
lines are drawn from elements
of King's other fantasy/horror
series, "The Dark Tower." It is
therefore
impossible
for
"Black House" to operate as a

I K\MXl\1 HOUSK
stand alone novel that anyone
can pick up. References to
"Breakers," "Crimson Kings"
and "Cunslingers" will probably frustrate someone who
hasn't read the series, let alone
a King novel.
It's a shame that the novel
tails, because it's writing style is
wonderful. Straub and King
have become so tuned in to each
other's ideas and methods that
the w riling is seamless, whereas
in 'The Talisman" it was easy to
see where one writer stopped
and another picked up for a lew
chapters. These two horror writers have definitely matured; it is
sad however, that their efforts
could not have been witnessed
in a more successful tale and
that Straub's Rifted talents probably will be left choking in the
dust ot his QO-writer'fl trademark moniker.
"Sequelae," the fictitious Dr.
Ian Malcolm said, "are inherently unpredictable ' [his quote is
pulled from the beginning of
The Lost World," the sequel to
another megaton novel, "Jurassk
Park," by .mother megaton
author, Michael Crichton. Yet
after reading "Black House," I
fear the chaos theoretician is
wrong. Sequels areas predictable
as the rising and setting of the
sun and sadly, yet perhaps for
the best, the sun has set on the
Territories and on the universe of
Messrs - Straub and King.

Next week:
banned books

Bergman's 'Burg: mystery is in the air
BY BLI II LOVBHAN
contributing writer
Guns, blood, chaos and MUV
pense. This is what moat readers expect from a murder mystery However, Vitae Bergman,
author of "Alga: a mystery set
in Harnsonburg," proves you
don't have to be Mary 1 liggins
Clark or Dean Koontz to produce a page-turner
The story focuses on Atga
Somerset, a fictitious graduate
of JMU and once-promising
poet who has lost direction in
the shuffle of post-college life.
Living in his own world of
demons, butane metaphors
and random outbursts, Alga is
commonly dismissed by others as strange, not exactly the
brightest ornament on the tree.
However, as the story unfolds,
the reader views life through a
different set of eyes, expeneiu
ing life and its many trials
from a perspective not commonly taken, and learns there

0

is more to this odd character
than what first meets the eye.
A twisting and, at times,
teeming!) pointless plot leads
the reader in pursuit of a mysterious murderer, a long-lost
father and a diminishing love
life that surround the central
character "Alga " in, hides laundromats, cheea, missing fathers,
hippies, marijuana, snow, lesbians, Africa, JMU and poetry.
"Afga" isn't so suspensful
as to force readers to hang on
every word or pull an allnighter in order to finish the
novel. The lack of suspense,
however, is made up for by
the presence of exceptional
descriptions, metaphors and
imagery. Bergman demonstrates a fine command of the
written language as he creates refreshing and unique
references to everyday experiences This spices up an otherwise
bland
buffet
of
thoughts and storylines

"Afga" is not your everyday, run of the mill mystery. It
goes deeper than superficial
plots and characters for a
more personal, humanistic
meaning The author said that
the book is supposed to be of
"organic quality" about people, life and revelation, not
elaborate plots and schemes.
Bergman is not a native of
1 larrisonbur^, although he has
lived here since W78. Born and
raised in Berkeley, Calif, where
he attended the University of
California at Berkeley, he
majored in Lnglish and studied European and German literature. The central theme of
the book comes directly from
experiences in his youth.
Both the author and his
wife held university positions
at JMU and the plot incorpo-

The initial inspiration for
Alga" came from the flower
children ol Bergman's past I le
began wondering what kinds
of lives they have now that
they are older, and he created
the charadei \fga as a reflection of those people. "I write
about where I live," Bergman
said. This is clear in his book
where his hometown plays ,m
essential role to the development ol his main character
The true "imsfu\
that the
book's subtitle boasts is more
subtle and mysterious than the
in-your-face thrillers common

ratflfl this

in

a typical college town consist
ing of three main parts: the college, the diminishing downtown and the new shopping
areas Bergman said he aimed
at "depicting Harrisonburg as

a character In the novel."

Bergman included

the university because of its
significance to the city of
Harrisonburg, staling that it's

Deluxe Potato
Good at Harrteonlxra Wayieskoro, Stuarts Draft

433-4800

373 N. Mason St.
Open untill 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends

Spintneni

that

fOCUSed on
the
c heaapeaka Bay He lives on
I small (arm just outside of
Harrisonburg with his wile
lor mote information about
about Bergman's current and

( OUICM .1 ill KKIMIIKI I'KI ss

past writings you can visit
his Web site at WWU ritaebettman.com, and his book
"Atg»" is available at Books\ Million.

4-33-3917
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Harrisonburg, VA
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today s

revolves around the mystery
of Alga's life and how he
changes for the better as the

story unmvdi
Once the reader
overlooks the sometimes odd phrasing
and
punctuation,
numerous spelling
typos and leisurely
pace, he or she will
find a story that is
both entertaining
and inspiring, not
to mention comfort
ably quirky.
Bergman
has
been writing since
the early '70s, and
his works include
stones,
novels,

433 • 3322
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"Their quarterback scares me
the most. Me is really a big

i- Hitting the road

league player."

Football (ravels to
Maine in an attempt to
end a two-game skid.
Pi(t 16

MICKEY MATTW-.W S

football coach

POR

Forchetti:

•B-E-AWomen's cross country
places second

walks softly,
carries big stick
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
Traci Forchetti is modest — very
modest. Of her three-goal outburst during Friday's 8-0 victory over
Appalachian State, the senior forward and tri<aptain of the [ML
i hockey team said, "I felt on
top of my game that day. Everyone
else was on top of their games, too,
»we sort of blended. It felt good."
Those around her feel thai
Forchetti is almost too humble.
"She is very modest and a very
hard worker," junior back Ryan
n said. "She probably forgot to mention her honor last
year for having a 4.0 and
being a student athlete."
But that just seems to
be Forchetti's style; quiet,
yet consistent. She gives
credit to her best friend
who got her started playing in the seventh grade
while living in Bucks
County, Pa.
"My best friend,
V who plays at Wake
(Forest) now, is the one
who helped me to get
started," Forchetti said,
Forchetti remembers
all of her friend's sisters also
play, so she just decided to join
their summer camps.
lime I got to ninth grade, I
up to varsity," Forchetti said
hetti said she chose to attend
ause of the players and
staff.
I knew one of the players here and

I loved the coach," Forchetti Mid. "They
(the players) really took tune with you
to try to get to know you. They really
paid attention to the recruits."
Now as a senior, Forchetti tries to
implement the same ideals toward her
team. Sophomore btick Lindsev Keller
said that Forchetti's quiet manner
makes her successful.
"She's more of a lead by example
person than a speaker," Keller said
"She won't jump down your throat,
and other than that, she just does her
own thing."
"I work hard hut I have fun,"
Forchetti said. "I try to relax people.
I'm definitely not out there screaming
at people."
Coach Irene florvat Mid that
Forchetti started to stand out from the
pack this year.
"She's really emerging as a leader,
Florvat said of Forchetti. "I ler vision of
the game anil her strength on the ball
has really helped her step into that role.
She's a ver\ talented playei "
Horvat, who stepped in as coach
last year, said she believes her rela
tionship with Forchetti is good on
both a player-coach level and a personal level.
She's UT\ coachable and gives
good feedback," Horvat Mid. "Shs'l
also wry down 10 earth, though, and
we're able to see eye to eye. It took
her a little while to adjust to the new
coaching styles, but we have an open
communication "
Forchetti says that she feels I |or\ at is
going in the right direction with the

The JMU
women's
. KM country team placed
second out of 13 teams
competing at the William
& Mary Invitational in
WUliamsburgSept22
Senior
\lollie
DeFancesco finished in
second place among collegiate ninners, and nphomore
Cindy
Durham
placed third 00 the 5,000meter course.
Three seniors — Suzie
Hutchins, Brett Romano
and Sarah Burkett —
■ISO finished inside the

top-30 runmn.
With a score of 65, JMU
finished runner-up to the

University <>t

Virginia,

which had a score of 30.
Men's cross country
finishes fifth
The JMU men's cross
country team placed fifth
at the William & Mary

Invitational Sept. 22 in
Williamshurg.
Leading the Dukes
was
senior
Brian
Reutinger, placing 20th.
Freshman Allen Carr
and
sophomore |ohn
Frasier finished 23rd and
24th. JMU had three
other runners in the top
30 finishers.
William & Mary placed
first with a score of 37. The
Dukes finished with a
BOOR of 115.
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DWI KIM/juffrfcmmnyto

Women's held I

Forchetti At A Glance

I.KIV,

\

The women's field
hockey
club
team
defeated Duke University 2-0 and North

V /

Carolina State University 4-0 in a threeway tournament Sept.
22 in Durham, N.C.

Year: Senior

Dmestiian
Position: Forward

The
Hometow^Newtown,

Mos|^*c*nt Award: CAA Field Hlckey
h\l
Player of the Week

equestrian

club placed first out
of 10 schools in the
region
in its first
horse show of the
season at Kadford

PAV

l ll I iliuio.K.Jvn.Miii

II I I'HOKWMv/r s„n

University,
Junior
Jaime
Auletto won both of
her classes and was
named the high point

rider of the day

MEN'S GOLF

Men's Lacrpssg

Londeree debuts at top of leader board
Frosh's fourth place, five under par finish atJMU Invitational has coach looking ahead
BY PATRICB SBKO
staff writer
No wind.
No rain.
All shine.
Under blue skies, the l.il
ents of freshman
Harry
Londeree radiated this week
end, fueling the JMU men's
golf team to finish eighth as
they
hosted
the
lames
Madison Invitational. As thi
final results poured in, I new
Duke marked his territory at
the top of the charts
"After this performance,
we're looking for a bright
future for Barry," coach Paul
Gooden said.
Out of the 123 competi
tors from 24 teams that hat
tied on the l.akeview Golf
Course, londeree earned an
individual fourth place vie-

I

tory during his first eollegiate appearance
I luring the second round,
londeree shot a (>8, shaving
one stroke off of his opening
round ICOn ot <»"'. I onderee
finished the tournament with
an Mnazlng five strokes
under par.
"Coming in as a freshman.
I played better than I'd
hoped," I onderee said. "The
course was playing prett)
easy for me both days, The
Wind was calm and the
greens were soft Thai helped
when 11 hipped In on i birdie
in the second round."
In addition, I onderee's p.ir
ents drove rrorn Staunton to
I ake\ u*\ tO Support their son
on the i ourss
"I give Harry the Cfedll
he*ause he's pretty much sell

taught," Fonderee's father,
Hruce londeree said. "Me
truly enjoys the game, too,
and that helps."

-66The course was playing
pretty easy for me'both
(/(M.v. The wind was calm
and the greens were soft.
— Barry Londeree
freshman golfer

55
(.KHxIen and his son Mike,
an undergraduate assistant,
also
mentored
londeree
through
the
competition
Hiring coadl Dawn Herry, a

recent graduate from the
University of Oregon, to take on
the women's team, has allowed
Cooden and Mike to focus
more attention on the men.
"Mike really helped Harry
handle the pressure of playing
golf at a high level," Cooden
said. "The hardest part is trying to keep focusfd for three
to four hours on the course."
The rest of the men's
team remained focused as
well to place the Dukes at
eighth overall.
Sophomore (ay Woodson
improved his opening round
score of 74 bv ouv stroke to fin
ishat .18 th overall junior Chris
Cope scored a 76 in the second
round, after helping lead JMU
with 72 in the tirst Sophomore
Geoff Forcino was another
Dukes goiter to impmve sec-

ond round with l 7.1, taking
off three strokes from his
opening
round
SCOTS
Rounding out the Dukes lists
of competitors, sophomore
Chris l.illv tinish.il MHih with
a 77 in the first and a 79 in the
second
Gooden
emphasize*!
how much of a time Ci Dl
mitment it is to play golf at
a collegiate level
The eel
iber ol golt is getting better
every day," Gooden said
* loiters need tO be In unbe
lievable condition, mentally
and physically.
The men do not have
much time to relax as Ihev
travel to larming.lale, N.Y
to compete this week
"Now, we need to focus
on some of the teems that
heat us. i .oo,l.MI laid

The men's lacrosse
club team lost to the
University of Maryland club team 12-11
in College Park, Md.
Sunday.
Senior
Ryan
Donahue led the
Dukes
with
four
goals and an assist.
Juniors Jay Kelske
and Matt Pappicco
each scored twice.
Men's Soccer
The men's soccer
club team defeated the
Howard
University
club team 3-1 Sunday
in Washington, DC
The team travels to
the
University
of
Richmond to take on
the Spiders Saturday
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Battered Dukes look to end two-game slide
LeZotte, Pack and Connelly will not see action against University of Maine Saturday
BY BRET OLIVER in
contributing writer
After seeing its 14-guM
home winning streak come to
an end last week, the JMU foothall team will look to rebound
Saturday night when Ihev take
lO the ION tO meet up with the
University Ol Maine Black
Bean in urono. JMU enter- the
game with a two-game losing
■tnnk and a host of injnru s 1 n
both sides of the ball I reshman
quarterback Clayton Matthews
will get his second start ot the
season after throwing for 132
nwdl and one touchdown in
his first ana start
Maine brings a highly
explosive offense to the table.

led by quarterback lake I-'aton
I aton completed 24 of W passes for 324 yards and a careerhigh four touchdowns in a Sl44 loss to Hofstra Ultivereit)
last week
loach Mickev
Matthews knows his defense
will be tested an Kiturday
"Their ijuarterhu k ft area
DM the most I le's realK ■ hig
league player/' coach

Matthewi nid
The Black Bears are talented
at the wide ri'ceivei position
with Pan'- Minor and Stefan
Gomes being Bftton'l favorite
targets. The receiving duo has
accounted for nearly *U> yards
of total offense and three touchdowns this season With big

ROBERT \ ATI/»*"/» f./i/<*
Freshman Clayton Matthews will make his second career
start at quarterback against the University of Maine Saturday.

A

time players like this, it's no
wonder Maine is second in
the Atlantic 10 conference in

■coring ofKenea.

On the other hand, JMU's
offense is injury-ridden and
very inexperienced. Clayton
Matthews will get his second
,ta( V ,it the starting job due to
lingering injuries to starting
quarterback red-shirt freshman Matt LeZotte and backup junior Mike Connelly.
"Malt has taught me a lot.
This week I have been trying
to concentrate on fundamentals and letting the game
come to me,"
Clayton
Matthews said.
Ready
to
back
up
Matthews will be red shirt
tn'shman walk-on Mike D.
Jenkins, who coach Matthews
describes as very intelligent
and strong-armed.
Connelly is still nursing a
knee injury that kept him out
of last iweek'l game. Coaches
an? hoping to get medical
clearance so he can start practicing later this week Do not
look tor t. onnellv to be in uniform for Saturday's game.
LeZotte is also out this week
atler he reaggravated his left
shoulder during the brief
action he saw against the
K( >HI.RT SATf/photo edtii*
University of Rhode Island
Red shirt junior Brannon Gotns Is averaging 5.8 yards per run and 111 rushing yards per game.
Right now I am day-today. Hopefully I will be 100
fered a terrible blow as star
after logging 2.1 tackles and a
the kicking duties, but Glover
percent by the Villanova
senior linebacker Derick Pack
fumble recovery in last week's
continual k> punt exceptionally
game/' LeZotte said. The reininjured his knee after being
loss. Lloyd leads the conference
well. Glover is averaging 42.7
fund shoulder should keep
chop blocked in the game
with 49 tackles this seas, ff
sards on 15 punts this season.
LeZotte out of action this
against Rhode Island. Pack is
"I think Derrick is the best
In addition, opponents have
week, hut I e/otte and the
the anchor of the defense,
I'l.iwr in the league on either
only returned three of his punts
'nig staff are aiming for
averaging almost 15 tackles
side of the ball," Matthews raid
for a total of four yards.
Villanova University.
per game.
Lloyd will have his work
This weekend, look for a
With the lack of experience
"I'm concerned when an ailcut out for him this week as
clash between the tough JMU
at the quarterback position,
American is out. It's a shame
the Black Hears .ire putting up
defense and the high-octane
the running game must be
because he was coming off his
nearly 400 yards offensively
Maine offense. The young JMU
superb. |MU got a lift this past
best game of the season," coach
per game.
offensive line will be instruweek as junior Brannon Coins
Matthews said. Pack probably
Aside from all the Injuries,
mental in protecting their
rushed for a team-high 84
will not see action this week,
the kicking game is in near-peryoung quarterback and openyards against Rhode Island
but should be healthy to pby
fect shape. Red shirt freshman
ing up holes for Goins and the
Coins is having a productive
against Villanova.
Burke George has assumed the
rest of the running game. If
year, averaging 111 yards per
Picking up the pieces of the
kicking duties and connected
JMU can contain Eaton and
game on the ground, despite
defense will be senior lineon his first two attempts this
Clayton Matthews has time to
an offensive line that starts
backer Derrick Lloyd. Lloyd
season of 22 and 28 yards
run the passing game, then the
four freshmen.
earned Defensive Player of the
against Rhode Island. George
Dukes
should
return
to
The |MU defense sufWeek honors in the Atlantic 10
relieved senior Mike Glover of
1 larnsonhurg victorious
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Forchetti named CAA
Field Hockey Player-ofJordan returns despite criticism, advice from close friends the- Week for Sept. 25

For love of the game
BY MARK HHISLER
his Angeles Times

Bucking (he txlds and the
advice of some of his closest
friends,
Michael
Jordan
launched the third phase of his
NBA playing career Tuesday
with a typically coy announcement — he made no appearance, instead issuing a press
release — that he'll return, at
MM W. ,is .1 Washington

VVhaid

"I am returning as a player to the game I love,"
Jordan said,
noting he
would have no further comment until thi Wizards open
camp this weekend.
Jordan, who one season
made S30 million in Chicago,
will work for SI million, the

maximum the Wizards can
give him under salary-cap
miss. He'll donate it to relief
ayndfls, ■ spoktaman for his
managsmenl company said.
lor the gam.' he loves, it's
good news. Jordan's comeback
will help, or revive, the bedraggled Wizards, who went 19-63
last season hut have sold 12,000
season tickets and may not play
to an empty leal In this one. It's
|usl as timely for the league,
which struggled through two
seasons without him.
With his four-year, $2.6-billion IV contracts about to run
;
OUt NB/
David
Stern held off his usual practice
of negotiating a new deal a
year ahead, perhaps waiting
for this day VSVN reportedly is
signaling it wants the cable
part
of
the
package
Meanwhile, the current broadcash re, NBC and rUmet are
busily revising their schedules
around the Wizards, who otherwise would have had to pay
to get Oil network air
J
'I am happy to welcome
Michael Jordan, the player,
back to the NBA," Stem said
Muh.nl has always brought
|0) to basketball fans around
the world, and, in these difficult times, we can all use a little
more joy in our liw-.
I lowever, it remains to be

seen what Jordan's comeback
can do (or Jordan, who went
out on top in 1998, making the
winning shot against the Utah
Jazz to lead the Chicago Bulls
to their sixth title in his last six
full seasons.
No one expects Jordan to
embarrass himself. As Detroit
Piston coach Rick Carlisle said:
"I watched Michael play (this
summer). I know a good player
when I see one and he sure
looks like a good player to me."
However,
bearing
the
weight of expectations will be
something else.
Jordan's beloved college
coach. Dean Smith, is wistful
("It would be nice to finish on
top with that last championship in 1998, but who is to
say that great things are not
ahead with Michael and the
Wizards?"). At last spring's
NBA
Finals,
Shaquille
O'Neal, who is friendly with
Jordan, noted, "Thirty-nine
isn't 29." Laker consultant
Jerry West, a friend and a
devoted admirer, noted the
mixed reaction to the news.
"When the icon of the sport
returns, for some reason, I
don't think people are embracing this,'' West said. "But I
would not judge him. He's a
unique guy."
"If he thinks he can play
again, I would not doubt him.
[laving Michael Jordan in the
league again will make it prosper more. I'm delighted for him
that he's made this decision. I
hope it works out for the best
I'm sure it will."
If Jordan needed a challenge, here it is. Unlike the
Hulls, a veteran team, most of
whose players had grown up in
the NBA alongside Jordan, the
Wizards are young and unaccomplished.
Two starters,
Richard
Hamilton
and
Courtney Alexander, weren't in
the league when Jordan left in
1998; a third, Jahidi White, was
a rookie that season, appearing
in 20 games.
The Wizards finished 14th
in
the
15-team
Eastern

Conference last season, as
Jordan, the fledgling team pres
ident who had predicted a
playoff finish, gave up on veterans Juwan Howard, MHdl
Richmond and Rod Strickland
and settled for getting them off
his salary cap.
If that wasn't enough, the
NBA will now let teams play
zone defense, making it even
harder for Jordan to have the
Same impact. Now when he
posts up, his pel maneuver,
he's likely to be bracketed front
and back by defenders.
Worst of all for Jordan,
there may be no satisfying the
public he spoiled. Even if he
performs at his old level and
somehow gets the Wizards
into the playoffs, it may not
seem like enough.

-46Ifhe thinks he can play
again, I would not
doubt him.
— Jerry West
Los Angeles Lakers consuluni
and NBA Hall of himcr

55
Jordan's
close
friend,
Charles Barkley, planned to
come back alongside him but
decided not to and then tried to
talk Jordan out of it
"1 don't want the press to
have the right to critidze
him," Barkley said later. "I
don't want them to have that
luxury. They'll expect him to
Elay like Michael Jordan and
e can't do that."
As Jordan did the last lime
he returned, in 1993, after taking most of two seasons off to
try baseball, he broke the news
in his own style.
In 1995, with Chicago in a
tizzy for a week, he issued
only a two-word statement:
'I'm back!"
Now a part of management,
even if he had to divest himself

of his lit percent share of the
team, he Issued a longer statement >ilbeit with boilerplate
sentiments ("I am especially
excited about the Washington
Wizards, and I'm convinced we
have tin1 foundation on which
to build a playoff-con ten lion
team. The Opportunity h» teach
our young players and help
them elevate their game to a
higher level, and to thank the
fan HI Washington for their
loyalty and support -tronglv
influenced my decision.")
And, as usual, Ionian did it
on Ins own terms.
The announcement. v\hich
did come not from the Wizards
hut from the SFX office of
Jordan's agent David Ralk,was
expected Monday because
Jordan had told confidantes
that was when it would be.
The Wizards informed
Washington media outlets
that an announcement was
expected by 3 p.m. Monday,
Owner Abe I'ollin
then
planned to address reporters
at MCI Center Ionian's hand
picked coach, Doug Collins,
was tentatively lei to take
part m a conference call At
league headquarters in New
York Stern had his welcoming
remarks prepared,
However! as (Vizard officials told lite league, this whole
thing was out of their hands.
There was no statement at 3

FO*eBKTTt,fnmf*gel5
field hockey program
"We have a really good
relationship," Forchetti said. "I
try not to compare her with
our former coach (Christy
Morgan), but I think that she's
domg really good thing with
our program.
Forchetti's
relationship
with her teammates laams just
as strong- She refers to her
them BS "like best friends,"
and said they spend a lot of of
time together.
Shean said she can vouch
h>i hei teammates statements,
and feels that Forchetti is not
only a good friend, but good
at life in general.
"I've known Traci since

before freshman year," Shean
said. "She's really good at find
ing the solution to any problem.
She just seems to work her way
through anything, both on the
field and .-it
Morvat said that Forchetti
is becoming the type of player
that crossed the line between
playing the game and knowing the game.
"Everything's kind
of
sunk in and she can just go
out and play," Morvat said.
She has the humility of a
champion athlete, and is certainly not about accolades.
She is just willing to do what
it takes to win."
Forchetti won CAA Field
Hockey Player-of the-Week for
the week of Sept. 25.

p in . nor wai an) forthcoming
later in the day I stee I'ortnoy, a

spokesman fot

s

l x, said

Jordan was still trying to make
Up his mind.
"The only thing
that
Michael said is that he will
make his decision befofl train
mg camp starts," Portnoy told
the Washington Jw. "I le never
Mid he was announcing anything today."
"While nothing can take
away from the past." Ionian
said in his prepared statement
"I am firmly focused on I lie
future and the competitive
challenge ahead of me."
I lis past is gone I low tar.
he's about lo learn

pununyjfatorMw
Senior Traci Forchetti was named the CAA Held Hockey
Player-oMhe-Week for the week of Sept. 25.

ANTHONY'S ITALIAN TOUCH
ANY 2 SUBS, CHIPS AND
A DRINK
$10.99
LARGE 16"
ONE TOPPING PIZZA

$5.99
1762 S. MAIN ST. HARRISONBURG

MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
Spend one hour a week with a child
in an elementary school near you.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886
or e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

n

Join us for College Chorale
Meetings: Sundays at 6:30 p.m.
Fut more Information, please contact David Williams, Minister of Music
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. (College Class) • Worship 11)00 a.m.
Barbara Hollowed, Minister ol Students
•Just 2 bloclti away from JMl'*

http://home.rica.net/bigbro

CZ

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
A A group of students from area colleges uniting in praise and worship

*3A Child Is Waiting
ja

501 South Main Street • 41 J-2456 • wwu.harrisonnurchaptist.com
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Legends Sports
Your Passport to Savings!

Located in Valley Mall
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Halloween

^^>

3i

Every student gets
10% off every item
all the time with JAC card!*

Birthday

A

Thank You

j^^

To the Point
Tall Tales

jj^i.

^.

Gothic Themes

^L^
^^^^r

cr'

Graveyard Scenes
and more

f" f&m.

c oros t rnm mDoniit nignta

'Does nol include sale merchandise. 'Exclusions apply

^o

432-0200

1

i etiectk selection of high quality not*
:irds where YOU provide the sentiment.
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SPORTS

nssini
something?

PICKS
OF

1

THE

WEEK
Week # 5
Season total
Last week
Winning percentage

We can't think |
of everything!

Meghan Murphy
art director
21-12
7-4
.637

Travis Cllngenpeel
sports editor
21-12
6-5
.637

St. Louis
NY Giants
San Diego
Seattle
Baltimore

St. Louis
NY Giants
Cincinnati
Oakland
Denver

I Miami at St. Louis
New Orleans at NY Giants
Cincinnati at San Diego
Seattle at Oakland
Baltimore at Denver

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor
20-13
7-4

606

St. Louis
New Orleans
Cincinnati
Oakland
Denver

If you have ai
idea for a
sports story

Jen Surface
style editor
16-17

2-9
.485

St. Louis
NY Giants
San Diego
Oakland
Baltimore

x867(

Miami
NY Giants
San Diego
Seattle
Baltimore

or
entail clingetw [

JMU at Maine
I Illinois at Michigan
I Michigan St. at Northwestern
Iciemson at Georgia Tech
I Kansas State at Oklahoma
I Penn State at Iowa

Michigan
Northwestern
Georgia Tech
Oklahoma
Iowa

Chaach i ssntanoi foi tin- thafl ot Longhorn'i picks.» waste ago was A mw with
that 'hi' ha.) to katp the CMS aha made I'm not sura, hui 2-9 |ust may be a
record tot futility, ChMcK Hie SJOSSlp null tells u» thai Chtwch's picks have been affected
by htf aatrsnpsmtnl from an unftdsntifiad frsshman fling
Longhnrn ntde a TexavMzed tide ot mcdJOCfit) into first place (hanks lo the Real
DealS general ineptness Now that iht has taken control of first place, the Longhorn says
she plans on taking over the Krai IV.il- DOfitiOf! as sports editor in the drM tfep in an
oftuv wide InVMlon. Intelligence reports tune it thai her plan i> to sneak up Ivhind the
UMUfptCttng editor and pummel him with her stack ot design hooks | t-\ that he a warning to whocva sail ha
Somebinlv Blow down this Wilson kid A week after reinventing the term "tuck*
UHtiC," the Man Albert of I he BfttZt rOM lo the rank- ol 'not quite in the basement
anymore " YEESSI

Michigan
Northwestern
Georgia Tech
Oklahoma
Iowa
a Wanka

Michigan
Northwestern
Georgia Tech
Oklahoma

Iowa

''"w

,,K ,,K

'

Michigan
Michigan St.
Georgia Tech
Oklahoma
Penn St.

" "**' "l''1' CinM e°N,a*'' •l>l

w

Michigan
Michigan St.
Clemson
Kansas St.
Penn St.
«*

ne

had

,ne

POTW

lineup make their pi. k- on two g.im»s. that wen'n't happi-ning that wtalttBld
The result was theevtra two N'FL games that i-onl the 1 onglu>m lo the throne, and Marv lane
10 the dungeon.
loining us fresh out of ■ drunk tank in Glasgow COmCS the drunken BOCCCf hooligan
himself, Ste "Wanker" Crainer. Wank has been intimately involved in the proliferation
of more riots than the Harnsonburg Police Department and rtguUes us all with talcs 0i
things he's found in his puke I or Instant e. buttons Lots of buttons
I'ICKSGATE UPDATE: Last week's edition ot POTW reported that ChtCCh was
giggling at an anonvmous student ihasing bubbles around the office. SOUICCI dOVt
to Cheech have identified the student as pone other than The Breeze bully herself.
Chuck the IVhlgg. Mo, it doesn't make sense to me either. Ask K.C., but don't tell her
I sent you.

or
come down
the Breeze
office
in the
basement
of AnthonySeeger

Due to the recent terrorist attacks,

The University Program Board
WILL NOT be showing SWORDFISH
September 28th & 29th

Come Celebrate Our Community's
Cultural Diversity!

The 4fh Annual

fnfernanona
fionaf
Fesfwaf
Saturday, Sept. 29, 2001
Hillandale Park, Harrisonburg
Noon to 6 p.m.
a>Rain or ShineQ
Free Entertainment

TOMB RAIDER
will be shown instead
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m

ALSO PLAYING
***SEPTEMBER 28th @ MIDNIGHT***
The Dark Side of Oz
(The Wizard of Oz & Pink Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon")

' mnnsm mocui mm

Hispanic Dance Band-African Drumming~Kurdish Dancing
Bagpipes-GospelKeggae Band-Mariachi Band~Bluegrass~
and much more on 2 stages, all day!

Food From Around the World
Thailand-Ethiopia~Russia~Mexico~Vietnam~East India-Cuba

Children's Activities
Face Painting-Ethnic Crafts-Pinatas-Peanut Butter Making-Games

Education Zone
Archaeology Display-Native American Folklore-Local Culture
The Immigration Experience-Language Exchange

iill itl:lii i iitiiti'i

For More Information call UPB @ x86217
or visit our website www.upb.org

For more info, please call Vaunda Brown at
433-6228 or email vaundabrown@aol.com
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FOR RENT
Country Horn* - 10 minutes from
campus B&B charm great rates
Book now toe football games, ton
colors. Homecoming, and parent
visits.
Visit
our website
inframontebanOb.com. Book now
fee a stay to remember.
Fwmtohed D#*u«e 1 M Apartment
near
campus
S435/montri
through May 2464571
i Apart m nt
Upstairs 3 ledro
in McGaynesville. 10 minutes (rom
JMU. l 1/2 baths, uimties
(urmshec) and some appliances.
Secure, well lit parking, lease,
deposit No pels Available now
(600/month Call 2461184. 500
pm
11:00pm

FOR SALE

Epson Stylus 740 rMnter • 1 1/2
years old Great condition. New
color cartridge included $50, OBO
432 3345
Custom Rugs tot Sale - All
colors, prices vary for different
sizes $25.00 - $75.00. Call
JoAnn. 433-3477
SorrJIctrack Shi Machine for Sals
Paid $600; win sell for $175.
Call
896-5364
or
e mall.
rodarmmaOymu edu.
Queen Futon Covm Frame
excellent condition. $250 Also ti»*
Desk $25 Dresser $30 Queen
Boi Spring/Frame - $25 Call
438-8151
Volvo 740OL • sedan, wfttte. fully
loaded, new tires. Excellent
condition and mileage. $4,900.
Call 2982163.

Looklnc to Earn Monsy for your
Organization or Voarsett? Try FundU. a no cost fundraismg program
that's easy and reliable. Call
1-866-48 FUND-U com.
Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs.
StiNNMl Groups • Earn $1 000 •
$2,000 this semest" with the
easy Campusfunomsor com 3 hour
fundraoung event Does not involve
credit card applications Fundralsing
dates are Ming cMckiy. so car lodayf
Contact C*mpv$tunO'aii€f.cam
at
888 923 3238.
or visit
nww. camposrundraiser. com

WANTED
Person to Lease Horse for School
Tsar - Nice T B Ready to show
Boarded
locally. 2349781.
L'-LT'lflgS
/HALE

Garaee Sale - Saturday September
27. 1071 Robm Hood Ct. Sherwood
Forest. Harnsonburg. °X>s Rock CDs.
$3 or less1
Ceatawter For Mt • 1MB PC. 17*
monitor. Zip 100 drive, CD burner,
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Windy,
3700111.
Drums.
Shakers.
Ocarinas.
Panpipes. Morel Gift & Thrift 227
N Mam
1»5 U«us~SCi0O"^i^ci^Diack
with gotd trim and all options. 92R
miles, in excellent condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 1 8
year warranty. $19,995. Call Drew.
439-9363

Sell Your Items In fie averse'
Just $15 to run your 'For Sale* ad
for the entire semester* See our ad
below or call 5686127 for details'

HELP WANTED

AND

FEMALE

VOLUNTEER
FIREFIGHTERS
No < i|n i I-ini nece*»ar».
We will train.
<HI ■ 4; I IIMI
pa|fr ■ MI-444?

E-mail: rmt4«*amnlc*m
DtglTei Communications • Looking
to earn extra money'' We need you
to market/seH cellular phones and
service to JMU students Find out
how you can make good money,
while enjoying the use of your own
cellular phone. Contact Matt
Rosner at 7039264367 or email
mrosner#digite isates com.
Wart 11
n4
Apply at Jess'
available to
Sophomores and

Coeks
Lunch.
work
Juraors

Needed
Must be
lunches
preferred

LOST & FOUND
msTRQTwniira

-The fear of the Lord Is the
beginning
of
knowledge."
(Proverbs 1 7| Free tapes! PO. Box
2311, Harnsonburg. VA 22801

SERVICES

Tastefdnhasures
Spi.inli/ni'j in In-Home
I'.ir lit s - I ii[urns No* chics - Body"far Adult Tins - Sensual Aids
11'i i Katun GM
lariwlag IO%afThMKMp«nlunri
11* about dinner far 2
at Applibtrs or Chilli!
M>>miil»l." « «<>l i
M0-4M-5I44
Computer Repair - Free home
visits
Free
diagnosis
and
instruction 430-3269
Ara You or Your Organisation
Looking tor a Really Lucrative
Fundraiser? DlglTel Commuracnttons
can show you how to make
unlimited money hooking up JMU

gggMitaVi MgUiVBhonM Gotta
Matt Rosner at 703-926-4367 or
e-mail nvosnerfjdrgruMsales.oom
Complete Computar Caral
windows Upgiades, diagnostics
instruction, repairs Call me now'
540 432 9547 or
email.
KanecomputersOaol .com.

Blatk/Manogany "Angus" 3
years old. No collar/tags. Near
Harnsonburg High School
on 9/9/01. Very friendly
Cash reward)
Please caH 433-4909.

NOTICE
hor mnrr informant*! ami

Aeadsmle
Analyst
free
consultation Gel your perfect
course schedule Save time.
money. Graduate early, extra
degrees See Breere Business
Directory. 5404303697.

j«M«tjrkc regarding (he

Spring Break insanity! Call
1-800 3276013 or go to
www.krteYCampus.com. Guaranteed
lowest prices! We're the best
Forget the rest! Fifteen years
experience! AS destmatens! Wanted:
representatives and organizations
Earn top $$$ Bulk] resume'

in• i>ii>.'.i(ion of financing
hu-ini-s <<ppnnunities.contact
ihc Heilf HiMiw Bureau. In

I m 333-5561

SPRING BREAK
Sprint Break Party! Indulge in free
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs end celebrities in Cancun.
Jamaica, Matatian. and the
Bahamas. Go to StuOcnlCily.com.
call 1 800 293 1443 or email
solo s#st udentcrty.com
ml spring teeafc VcaMsns ■ Best
prices guaranteed!
Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Florida! Book
•arty and receive free meat plan. Now
hlnng campus reps" 18002347007.
www. evio1esssurnmertours.eom
Sarksg Break 2002 ■ Travel with
STS. Americas fl Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas, or Florida Promote
trips on-campus to earn cash and
free trips information/Reservations
| B0064tjaB*9a MWtaMMl om
AAAA' Sp.lne Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air, hotel, free meals Award
winning company! Group leaders
tree' Florida Vacations $1291
spnngbrcaktiavcl com
: 6008784)366

Wanted) Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Ma/atlan for free' To find out
how. call 1*887774642 or e-mail
saiesOsuncoastvacations.com
Sprlr-i; Break Hrpi 1r«d>r1

l

promote campus trips Earn $.
travel tree! No cost we tram you
1800 3671252.
www springbreakdirect com

PERSONALS
Get madl www 0 nwomortey.com
valuable coupons* 11.00 oil with
tun ad.
Shyvlvel One day lust tandem
jump* dom 2 1/2 miles up' 22
jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts' mm. sfcyCrveo/anfle.com.
1877 DIVESRV.
I'AIUMI.I

IMKKNSIIIPS

FOBMJMMNMM
So* inier\ir*init M JMU Build
i.mrrr.umc BtmOM I
■■ ' "
.uinnwt PtSjMOM lull lt>
llaekajjMa| Appl> ..n hiKinujy
|..i"i. ■> ."in

.» ».-1

ADOPTION
AAAA' FaH, Specials! ^n<">g

Family wwnes to adopt mront Wo

Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days $279* includes meals,
parties.
Awesome beaches,
mghtnfe' Departs from Florida' Get
group go tree' 18006786386
spnngDYeaiifrevef.com

love parenting our daughter and
•ant to snare our Ines vntn
another child. W« pay legal and
neocai eiseftses. Pejase cad
jach/t>anne at 140O7726611

Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices1 South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigros.
Reps needed... travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*.
8008388203. wvwv.rersuretOiirs.oom
«1 Baring Break Operatorl Check
our website lor the best deals!
www.vagabondtours.com. Cancun,

ADVERTISE IN

THl BRHZt
CLASSIFIED ADS!
S3 IKI lor lh<- titM lOwcHdl
S2 IK) tot each add I 10 words
lllockadt are SHI inch
Nov. accepting cicdit caidk!
u l.i.siiied advertising only!

Bahamas. Jamaica, and Fiond.i
Group orgamrers tarn tree tnps nnd
cash Call today1 1 866 BREAK 00

Place vour ad lodav!
568-6127

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
'This offer is good September 10. 2001 through October 31, 2001 and only applies to advertising
in the Tor Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

Can you afford NOT
to advertise in
The Breeze?
$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
students will spend
$133.3 million this year.
$$$$$$$$$
•

James Madison University
employees will spend
$31.2 million.
$$$$$$$$$

The Breeze reaches those students and
employees. With 22,000 In readership.
The Breeze is distributed free of charge
throughout the JMU community twice
each week. This is the mosi effective way
to reach this powerful market...

Can you afford NOT to advertise
in The Breeze?
These figures are based on 1995 Statistics from
the James Madison University Office of Institutional
Research, and have been adjusted for Inflation.
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We are sfiff accepting donations for
fhe Red Cross Disaster Refief Fund
and wiff mafch aff donations.
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

43*-o6oo
www.lbjlimited.com

&

Stone Gate
Office Hours
I Mon-Fri 8:3oam-s:3o pm

